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. 
The Office of Fiscal Affairs was establish~d by Chapter 211 of the Laws 

of 1971, which requires the Executiye, D,:irector of the agency to "ascertain 
complianc~ with legislative i~tent by the conduct of performance audits and 
efficiency studies .... " 

Wi thi n the Offi ce of Fi sca 1 Affairs, the D'; vi s i on of Program Ana lys is 
,was organized to implement this legislative mar,\date and to provide a program 
evaluation capability for the Legislature." ' 

'The Office of Fiscal Affairs reports to the Legislature through the Law 
Revision and Legislative Services Commission, currently chaired by Senator 
Joseph P. Merlino. 

,,; The Law Revision 'and Legislative ServicesCommiss:ion authorized the 
release and,publication of this program analysis in-May, 1978. 
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FOREWORD 

This actuarial analysis of the Police and Firemen's Retirement System 
of New Jersey (PFRS) was conducted by the Office of Fiscal Affairs under 
authorization from the Law Revision and Legislative Services Commission of 
the New Jersey Legislature. The purpose of the analysis is to provide the 
Legislature and PFRS managers with information about future costs, funding 
obligations and cash flow· of the pension system. The PFRS analysis is part 
of an ongoing OFA effort to report to the Legislature on various aspects of 
the State's public pension systems. 

Preliminary work for this study was begun in early 1977; h6wever, work 
was delayed several times by the need to redirect OFA staff and consultant 
resources to other projects. The long-range actuarial forecasts which form 
the basis for the study were produced during June and July of 1977, using the 
most recent actuarial data available to OFA at the time. These data were 
current as of June 30, 1975. 

This report was prepared by OFA's Division of Program Analysis. Staff 
analysts assigned to the PFRS study were Alan Kooney and Eleanor Hanoka Seel. 
Gloria Hendrickson and Patricia Bogdziewicz typed the report and prepared it 
for publication. Actuarial forecasts and technical analysis were provided by 
Winklevoss & Associates, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

Under the program analysis procedures of the Office of Fiscal Affairs, 
the Board of Trustees of the Police and Firemen's Retirement System and the 
State Department of the Treasury were given the opportunity to review and 
comment upon a draft copy of this report. These comments are included in an 
Appendix to th~ report. 

OFA would like to acknowledge the cooperation and assistance of the 
Division of Pensions, Department of the Treasury, in having the necessary 
data tapes transmitted for this study. 

February, 1978 

~ ~~;;~ 9~dr. Schmidt 
Director 
Division of Program Analysis 
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Purpose of the" Study (Introducfi'on) ," 0 , ", 

- ,", ". ',.-'" • --.,.,,; , : • _, ,,",LO .:t .'.' . ',. . •.. 

This actuarial analysis of thePoJ iceand Firemen IS Retirement System of 

, New Jersey (PFB§) 'was undertaken to pr~~idethe Le,gis 1 atureand' PFRSnfar1~gers ' 

" withinforrnationabout the future 'costs, fundingobligat'ions andcasft'flpwof 

j, the ,penSion system. The,ana,lysi'si snot intended to substitute for the 

annuaTactlJ~rial valuation,s of PFRS that certify in detail the following 

year,'spension costs,and required c()ntributions.!iowever, the actuarial ", 
. ~ . . . 

fgrecasts presented in 't,J'rtsstudy orferseveraljtnsightsnot provided bya' 

conventionalactuariar valuation,. These -include the following: 

• The. fqrecasts take intoaF~ount the financi ali!ppli-
~, catlons of future new" entrants and overall system 

'growth,. A ppnventiona 1 va,l u'atton is concerned only 
, with the benefi ts~fcurrent pl an members". ,~ 

• Long-range trends in' pension '~qsts and fundingf'levels 
are shown., A conventional v~luatiQti' certifies cost,s 
and other financial information fo~;-"one year at a time: 

, ;. , ,~;' \ 

, • Future; annual costs and °assets~to-Tiabi 1 ities rati()s' 
are based upon a.11 benefits accruing , to PFRS members, 
including post-retirement cost-of-living (COL) ad

~ justments not treated in theannuaJ report, of the YFRS 
" actuary. 1J,'\ " 

Descri'ption ofPFRS (ChapteLll " 

, ',0 

The Police and Firemen IS Retirement System is orreof seven pensTon 

plans adminjstered byotheState for State, a~d local public employees. PFRS 

,,'!) 

.. -, ' , ',', 0 ' 

was, created in 1944 to conso 1 i dat~i""n.umerous 'loca lly..;;admi nistered pol)i ceand' 
.c.: i - , . (1 . . -v. , ' \:'- ' ... " : '1 . ' . 

f~'repensiQ,n funds, many of which were 'inPJ",~\;arious financ'i'al condition. 

Membership in PFRSis restr,:ict'ecl to and compulsory for sp~cific cate
gorieso[ employees;cited~in".the statutes goyer~~ng ;thesystem., For< 'the most 

part,these~re uniformed 'municipal police an~\~f~]re officials. However, 

variouscateg9riesofcounty and State emplOy€!es'{;"~hdse dut,iesarE{clasSjfied 

oas "relating to J a~'enforcement( e.g., county sheriffl;s officers; State 

,corrections officers. and motor vehicle inspectors) have,been brought, into the 
.', . '. •. . - '. . ,',,'. " .' . (j 

system since ?its(;\inception. " As Q;fJune ~O, .19]6, there wer,e 25,323 active 

and 2,147 fetired members, of PFRS~" 

. i) 

)). " 

\" // " . .',.,/1' ',," ",' 
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PFRSi~ adminiStered by'ani ne:..rnemberBoard ~of,;rrustees ~i Whose,dutie~; " 

," genera l}y ,cons i st, ofoversi ght~esponsi bH it; es, incl ud tng theacJopt ion of 
rul~sand 'regulati()ns~ Day ... to~cja:y administra.tion ,is iJ"carriect out by·,the 

,.'" Di\dsi()~ ()fPensioris"whHe.the 'Division6r: Investment is °resPQnsiblefor 
, .. ,"' _ .. ' -0' -v' ,,' - . c.' _ , -, '. -. ',' '.' 

man'aging ancf, investing, th~ assets of the system. ,The State Treasurer 

de$ignates gmecJical'reyiewbogrdandasystem actuary. Ci '.~ 
~ .'. . '. ~,-" '. ,- " - n-:;:-, ' ci 

Q ' ~ 

" ,. ,:",~ " 
ACtuarialProceduresc(Chapter'2) 

OFA (tna lyzed the long-term financial status of PFRS by iJleansof50~.Year 
, • .,' _ . . c- . c . . , 9' 

a1tuar'ja,l~ forecas:t,s ,ofo the syst'em. ,The.forecasts~ere generatec(froma 

detailed computer model" of PFRS developed byOFA's actuarial consultants. '. .' . 

,The forec:asts':,simul ate the. PFRSpopulation characteri sties and financiaJ 
'. : '~~ -. - . _ ' .' • -,' ". G. , ' .... ' 

, transaC:1:ionsocc.urring dljring each year~Jof the'fqrecastperi od. Three 

foreca~ts wire' run' as partofthi s ·study" using different' combinations of 
,', .,' ,,', 'Q: ,'" ,,' o· " 

actuari.al assumptions and funding approaches. .' 
, ""., ; , : , .. : '. .'," " '.: "(J . ' ' '',"' 

In constructing theselong~rangeforecasts, various actuarial feat'ures 
6 ' 0 

of PFRS were reviewed. () 

L ,. ActuariaTAssumptions.. The role of the pension actuary is to 

<!et~rmine -~hat amounts ofmon~:y wfs'tbe' set aside 5n ~ pensJon, fund at the" 
() \;., ' .,': v . c·. " , 

present time so th,at ali future pens i on benefits can be <paid as th~y cQme 
~ . " -, " 

due.() To do thi s, the actuary must make numerous assumpt i cns about the .. future . 
-:" "'. ", ", p, ' 

eXperience of the pensi.ooplan and itsparticipants.'Typ;fcpl actua,rial 

assumptions 'coverslIchf'actors as~ retiremer;tt a,oddisabilityrates, mot'tal tty 
c." , '", .'~ " "', " ¢' ' " " . " 

rates, employee termination rates, interest .I·ate~ and salary ;gro{wt, II projec-
(Jtions~ ", " ',", ' \.. " 

"'OFA deve]oped its own. "best-estimate" aGtuarialassumptions for PFRS 
. for use in this stUdy. In doing so,OFAreviewedand'eyaluated the"ac;tuarial 

'.J1 <' 

assumption~~,currentlY 'used by the, PFRSac1:Uaryin ,preparing'annua l~\valuations, ", 
olthe system~"Mariyorthej;e ,assumptions-were ,judged to 'be appropriate. and 

'l~ereado'p't~B:bY OFA~S"best-est'imate assumptions . New salary;. and interest 
.Ii'; 

ra~~"~assumptions,,werelld~yelopedsince th~ywerefelt to predict future Plan 
exp'erience ina'rttor,ereal;stic manner. In addition,Several new best .. 

::, '"," !:f~ 'n, " ,,;,' .. ' . ,- ," .' G .. C: '. ",. " ' ' ",". ' " .' ' 
,.estimateassumptions were, "establi shed for forecasting purposes which are not ., ' " , ": '-:t;~ '., . , ", 

req~Jr,¢dintheactuary's annual valua~ion." \, 
(.,,':," 

, .<:> 

" '., ,0 

t, 

o 

, ".:,. 
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o - 1:1" "', . "", _'. .' ',', _ .(: _ ". • \J ' _.' ._., . .:!~ ". .' 
To compare long-t$!ngecost and funding trends, OFA ranse[Tarate 50-year 

foreca$ts, one based o.nthePFR$, actuary' sassumptions and'o one on OFA 'sbest- ' 
estima'tEfassUnipt1on'S. \;>," ,(l 0' , 

- • .. .or 

,2. Fun'dJng, porky. 'PFRS, lil£eall oftheState'smajor pliblic-'ernployee 
~ ,:' .', : - . ". ' _.'". • Cc-) "-. '. .' .' . 

retir~ment systems, is an advanceor'ireserve-funded pension plan; that fs, 
, ,(( ,', " ' , " , ," ," , '" " '" ,~' 

regular contributions are, made (by State, and local employers and employees) 

to. a, pens ion reserve fund over the work i ng lives of plan members. These ~ 
.;.."'!;o~ 

co.ntri but i o.ns ,to.~etherwi thi nvestment eat:I?>ings, one the 'assets i i1 the reserve 
'", " • '(, Q 

fund, are designed to accumulate So that at' the time of each worker'~ 

'retirement there aresuffi cient reserves 'available to pay. that worker IS '" 
:' 'l! ,-

pension beryefits over his remain,ing lifetime. One of the advantages of 

adyance funding {liS that theirivestment' i~corlle on aq-:umulat;ed plan assets 

signifiC~ntlY re~uces' the level of cont!r,ibu'tions that,wol,lld otherwi sebe 

required t,o pay for pension, ben efict s';' n" 
. . ,;, ~ . . 

One exception to the advance funding of PFRS benefits, is the annual 

" post-retirement cost-:of- Jiving (COL) 'benefit adju~tment, which increases the: 

level of benefi'tsin relation to chan'ges iritheConsumer Price"""fndex. coL 
benefits are financed on a curr-ent di.sbursement, or pay-as-you ... gobasi s .. 

Nejther the liability nor· the costs asso.ciatedwith the' COL provisio'n are 
<:;:1 .-!, 0 , . .' .-, ' . _ . 

currently recognited in the annl)al valuatiqns of the system performed by the 
W '. ' '. 

P~RSactuary 'c' 

The financi aI, .foreca.~ts contained' in thi.s studycbmpare the long-term 
• 0 

implications of continUing to finance COL benefits on,,,,a. pay-as-you ... go basis 

to. the costs of a.dv'ancej~u,nding these benefits i,n the.same manner as, other ' 

PFRS benefits. 
"'" 

3."LiatJility Measures. The" study use$ two measures of liability tq 

'assess the funded status of PFRS. ,Both 1i abi ,'ity measures are ba~ed on"'the a;' 
value of accrued benefits at any specified time: One measuY'e,entttledplari ' 

termination'lfap11ity (PTL),' shows~reobli,9ation ofQ PFRSifit were tJL~i~": " 
Q _ ':' . "'. " ':, . - . -:-. _ ._,' "'. .,c:.:;, '.'. _. '~ ~, "4, 

termi nate'~. i nagiven" year ~ Under the PTL," the accrued benefits of active (J " 

employees are, cal c,~.1ated fbyapplYr;i ng ,the 'PFRS,.,~benefit; formul a, ~o e'qch. 

emT;?loyee's "curr~nti'salaY;'-,yand yea,rs of' "servic'~~softhe ·hypoth~.ti.c.al 
. , ': ,;'i?~l ..... ("\1 C..; 

terminatiOil'~ate. ,,,".0 ,;1).. 0 ~ 

. ~ . 



" tJ 

"',j 

'The other 1 iabfl ity measure used in >the 'studyisth~pllan' .to~t;nuation 
," lfabi 1 ity ..(PC~) .~,Und~'rthe ,,'PCls bert~fjt; accrlJais.' for'acti.yeernplo,Yees 

,:'inc19)de"an'a.llowancefor . anticipatedfuture'sal'ary;ncreases. oil . • 0 

'.~. Both the plan 'termination arid thep,lan continuation rri<eas'iJ\-es.~avebeel'l.<. 
I·calcu lated ' to l'nc"l ude the li ab;lityda~ so<: i atedwithfuture < COlbenef i~) 

"') 

. increases' ... 
, " 

<\ '" . 
G . Res<Ults«of thePFRSFinanCial Forecast'~(Chapt.,er3l 

1.1 ,. -0 

"Tables 5-1, S-2,,,andS;';3 summarJzethe res,ultsofthe 50-year financial 
';fore'casts D,of P~R;<.··· For ea~hc forecasf,the. tables s~ow future employer 

Gpntributions(expressed'tn dq,Jlatsarid as a percentage of total l?iY~Ol1) and 
o.Tcnded i-ev~ls (assets asa percentage!hof both,;PTL and pel). ('~ilforecasts 

<:-? , -,' .' '. . .r." " :'" '. . ~.~.-~ 

wereqprepared using the June 30:1975 actuarfal valuat;,i!onof PFRSas a data 
c' . " . _ . - ,.-7' 

base. Q 

1. Forecast UnderPFRSActui!!:Y~_As_sympt:io~~<" Table. S-1 shows. future 
, - . . . . .' ~ . 

o employer contrtbutionsand funded levels forPFRS' in a forecastwhi"'c:h uses' 
thePFRS actuary's currentactuaria 1 assumpti'ons to perform theannua 1 

o ',:.' " ' '_., . 

'-"<valuations in each year of the forecast. 
-;::,. '-' 

- .' (] 

.Ii ' 
it 

rdble -3-1:" '. Finqncial ?ummqrY/~fPFRSUnder? PFRS Actu~ryl 5 Assumptions" 

: .... ;........ ......... _ ....... _~n,:.';;..} ~r~~_ ......... ~ ____ ......... ~~ __ -:--_-----.~,.,..... .J~,'<J ... t ~~-':.i --. .................. ~ 
rota 1 Elllp Idyer Contrj,bu"ti ori's* ., ...... '·~"jF-;:;ride'd Level " 

Dollars ", . Assets as v AS'sets as 
(M'illions) % ()f:P.~y :~%; of,PTL ,.% 0-/ PCl 

.' '. 0 1, 
year 

lQ75 c56.9 16.48 '. 

01'5.72 

<olq.o3 
'}~16 .43 
'.' .,18.04, 

82.0 
86.5 .. 

95.,6 

~5.3 

90.7'". 

79.6 '". 

86.4 79.4 

157.9 

. ~ .297.5 

·1,113.7 

11. 

,:0 r-

90.5'" . 

I)' {' .~}91\~ . 
.,<:1 89 .• 3 
. ' '. 

" *I~c"Uaes norma lan~d ~~ppleme~ta 11 i abil ity contpiputions plus , . 
p.ay-as-you-9Q 'COL payments. . ~ 

(.! 

...................... __ ....... --.. ---....... c..' ... -~--.-.... (' ~ '7, '~!~ 

. Q 

.;0 

.i 
j 

Q 
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. "" 2 .. ForecastUnderOFA Best-£stimateAss~mptlons> Tab1eS..,2 shows the 
.J, 

identitalJnforrriatiorJasTabl~$~l ;except ilthat>the annual. valuations dUring 
.~. , .. ", " '. . . '.;-, '. , : , ,", . , . " ·~1. . ". 

the fprecastperi od areperJormed us.ing OFA is ~est-estimateassumptions. 
it .~, 

• . f-' 

Tab1eS-2: F;narici~l summary ofPFRS UnderOFA Besl-EstimaleAssumptionso 
F' 

Total EmployerContrtbutions* 
. Dollars I! • 

Funded LeveJ 
ssets . as As.sets as 

Year (Minions) .' ~{oT Pay .%: bf.PTL% of PCl 

1975 53.6 15.53 82.0 79.6 
" 

198q 

1990. 

74 . .9 " 14.77 

151.5 15.00 

85.1 ':::, 85·~ 1 

92.6 
( 8/) 

2000 286;2 15.80 91.3 87.6 
D . 

" 2025 1,120.8 18.16 84.7 83.4 

*Includesnorma1and sUpplemental lia.bility contributions plus 
"pay.:.as,:-you-go COL payments. .. 

~~p! () 

(, 

3. Best-Estimate Forecast with Full Advance Funding of All Cost§.. In 

Table S-3, PFRS finances are projected on' the assumption that the COL 
~ , 

oprovision"isadvan!=e-flJnded along, ,with all other employer costs .. ' 

ir " 

Yea,f 

1975 

]980 

1990 

2000 
,,-,I 

. " II 

" 
Table $-3: Financial Summary of PFRSUnder OFA Best-EstimaJe 

&Assumptions with Advance Punding of COL Benefits .~~ 
I(,'~., 

Tota 1 Emp 1 oyer GontriouUons, Funded LeVel 
Dollars' '. 

" (~1f11 ions) . "%.,of. pay. 
Assets as Assets 'as 

. , %of PTL .,"1' • % ofPCL 

p 85.0 'I 24.63 ' 
~:- '~" -

"::5: 
.82.0 79.6 

1.10.0 21 .79 97.5 9.1.4 
189.5 

:;~ .. 
18,,77 117.4 111.2 

<317.3 .17.52. 120.0 115.1. 
2025. 985.6 o,~l5 ~/g7 115.6 113.8 

0 

.,.' 

" 

'I ...... 
D 
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t.) -(!I 

l :" 
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'nonc:luslons', arid Rec'ommehdations '(Chapter 4) " 
~' '. ~ 

~ ,', .,) .OverallAssessmeOt~ " Thelong~range finalicn~lforecasts presented, ' 

,in thisstudYShOw~hafPFRs.~Sa\l!en~fUnd~d penition sy'st'emCasmeasured by' 

, th~ systern's actUarial 'ccist method aridaeither, the PFRS,aGtuary'sassumptions 

or OFA'sbest-estimate'ass~mptions. " Ass~tso~ h~ndar~' equal toapproXi-' 

mately80percentofl tabi l'itiesaccrued to date, a funded 1 ewH that is 
" .. 4)' . " . Co , ' " 

favorable in compari.son to 'many other pension plans of equal age, whether 

public orprivate,··andespeciallyjn comparison to mosf police and fire 
o ' 

pl ans. '" 
"",2. AC:tuOarialAssumptions. The actuarfal assumptions currently used by \:' 

the, PtRSactuary develop approximate ly the same ~nnua 1 costs as OFAi~s,Jjest-
~ (- ~ , "'-

est·imate assumptions selected for use in thisstudy. Thus, from afihanCial . 
. .." . . ~ ". ., : .~. 

standpoint therei s no projected deterior"ation in the pl an's funded stiitus 
, .'. ,\. ," (.j "'. .. _ ,'-,;" ,,~ " 

'''which wouldr,equi re ,a change in the current. assumptions" 

The genera iapPl>'oach taken by the PFRS actuary is, one,whi ch understates 

both salary and interest rates in relation to ,what may actually .be expected 

to occur in future, years." The actuary attempts to balance the degree of 

understatement in both. assumptions' so "that -theY produce offsetting 
characteristics: in termsoflJension costs . . . (,' '. 

The use of ,actuarial assumptions that are individually unrealistic but 

balanced when combine,sf{sil fairly common actuarial practice that has become 

more noticeable, as the effects of prolonged infi'ation showup in salary 

1 eVe 1 sandi nterest rates. ThEr practicEti s open tocha 11 enge on several 

grounds, including the potential inaccur(iey of the balancing procedure at 

,differer'ltabsolute salary and interest levels. ".", 
_, , c 

_ . . . ~ ~l. .' '. "" , " ," . ,,' '1) 

'F.rom a legislativeperspectjve~ the use of implicit offsetting assump,.. 
~ . ' . ,. . - - " -

,dons presents a pt:oblem in tha:tnon-actuaries find itvirt:ually impOSSible 

to evaluate' th'e' appropriateness of the assumptions. This can make it " 
c~xttemely difficult forthe Legislature to proper,ly evaluat.e the fiscall 

, impact ofinajorpension legislation,.,' IF 

'Since the sal aryand ,4nteresJrate assumptions in p,articul ar "have an 

extremE!]Yimportant i nfl uenceon pens i oncost$, dJ 

• ir OFA rec()mmends" that the use of explicit bes't.:.estimate 
assumptionsbe.considered by the State Treasurer and the 
PFRS:actu~ry. (RecommendattonNo.l) , 

~) 

o 

o 
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To impl~menttheabove recommendation, 
. II. _ '':: 

, ,j~ OFA recommends tnat the Legi s lature consi der amendi ng or 
rep~alingthe, provis'ionof N.J~S.A. 43:16A-l(9) which 

" ,j ,; ,,1 imits the, "regu Tar ; nteres til rafe. assumption >1;0 ~ 105' '., 
'percent of, the actual percentage ':ra;t~of earnings on 

investments. (Recommendation No.2) ""-", " " ,~ 

0, 

Thiss.ection of the· PFR$, Yl aw is designed toinsUte' that PFRS is 
.' 0°," .." '. . 

conservatively fundedb,ynQt allowi,ng the anticipated income from ' the 

investment of pension fund assets to be over$t~ted. However, in operation 

the PFRS actu,9ry balances any cODservatism tn"the interest rate assumption by' 

constructing, an 'artifici ally low salary lev,eiassumption, therebycancelling 

out the law's intended effect~ 
(l 

3. PFRS Fundi n9 Policy. ,Present ly,a 11 benefits provHled by PFRS are 

() , advance-funded, with the exception·ofCOL adjustments. These are finanged on 

a pay-,as:-you-go bas i s through annua 1 appropri at ions. 

Under the current financing policy, IIfull funding" (e.g., the complete 

amortization of the system's unfunded supplemental liability) will not be 

achieved if COL benefits are included 'in the system's 1 iabil ities 'but not 
,', 'fi' .j' . 

advance-funded. The achievement of ;:full funding is an i\nplicit goal of PFRS' 
,.:. 

and of the Legislature, since the Act governing PFRS (N.J.S.A. 43:16A) 
, ,0 ,," 

includes the proviSion for the AO-year unfunded liability amortization. 

,Although the, funded 1 eve 1 of PFRS is qu; te favorab 1 e (BOto 90 percent) even 

without advance CQL funding, the Leg; s lature may wi shto consider a pol icy' to 

advaDce-:-fund the COL provision inl;ght of this implicit goal. 

As shown in the for~casts, full funding is achdevedwhen the COL 

provision is advance-fJnded', but at the expense of quite burdensome employer 
" ' 

'contributions in initial years. Moreover, total advance funding at the rate 

ShOWh actually builds up "redundant U assets rather quickly {assets in excesS 
.';::. "']"\ ..' . . 

of the pel) and maintains them throughout the forecast period. 

It should be noted that there are ways to move toward fUll advance 

fundjng Which produce a '!flatter"funding Pattern than illustrated in this 
," - " .- '~! 

study arid which retain the inip1ic5t 9pal of reaching a 100 percent funded 
','. ' ,: ,II - '. ' \' 

leve 1. (ol" A fundi n9 'schedule can 'leas ily be estab 1 i shed that." "phases 1'n" 

advance-funded COL contributions .so t'hat full (funding is reached later th~n 
shown here but with lessimrnediate financialS:ttess. Anoth~rpossibility 
would be: toamoitize the remaining sUPp'lleme'ntal liabilityofthe~'system'ias a

C 

('- , ", ' ") " ," , " , ' 

Hfve lpercEtntage Of payroll r~~her than as a level doJ 1 aramount ~ 
q 

o )' ,J 

\\ Q.' 

;> , 

'II 
• 1 • • ~',;,. :. 
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~' 

';:", ',; 

,·"\t . 

TherearE!pers~astve argumCBnts' in favorot"the" advilnce'funding of 

. pens; on, . benef; ts andtheyapply.equally we 11">tO POS1:-retir~ment' COLad-' '" 

, sustments.Among thefinaricialadvant'ages<ar~ theinyestm~htiJintOlTlegen- , 
, ' \:. " ..,' ' '::::. ',:[..:;, . ' " - , , ~ " -- ' ,; "': ... ',.. , . . . 
eratedgn'pensionf'undassets bUilt up by ,regularcot:Jtributions ancf the·' 

'discipline imposed by requiring that a portion of 'the costs of any benefit 

D 

liberalizations be "paid .immed'i"ately; In .addit;'()n, th,ereisaneqUityt ,d 

ad~antaget6 advanc;e"'fundi,ng, in that· itch{rg~s ' the·co~:t$(fci'fpenslon 
benefits.,to the present genera1;Jon of taxpayers who pre;umably are recei~ingd 

~ '" , . . ,- . 

. the·set"'vices·of those.earrting tbe benefits..., ., ' .. 

The Pe~sionAdjustm'entAct(N.J.S.A.43:jB) does not mandate the ,annual 
. _ -" " D, , .' ,>" '" .' '. , . ~ . '. -;; 

appropriation of funds for ute purpose of· providing COL' benefit adjustments 
: '. '" ',' '. ' , - ' . \:',~ ': "" . ' , . - " " . .-' (j . . '.,~ ~~-

to retired employees. Despite this,1;he l(~gi'slature has chosen to appropri'~ 

. atet~e amount necessary each ye.ar" tri,pay for these increasedbenefitsand~ 
inaddit;'on., has, recently raised the C'Ol benefit l~yel. Should the 

legisl ature interpret its commitment with respect to COL benefit pa.YITI~nts as 

an on~oi.ng and cont i nua 1 or),e, then 

OFA recommends that the Legislature. consider the. ad
vantages of adopting a poliCY which suppo~ts the advance 
funding of all PFRS pension benefits, includingcos,;t~of-
1 ivingincreases, on a schedule that, is financi any 
practicable., (RecomlTlendation No .. 3) .. ,. , 

,~ D 

4. Measuring Plan l i abiJ ities " 

a. 'Method -- Since ·1976· the PFRS actuary has been \\including ;n the 
ann~;alvaluation report.oa· "Level of FundtngU statement that compares ·the book 

value of ;ja'ssets to an ,aecruedliability measuresirnilar"to the pel usedin.o 
" ,~.., :,~" . , ' " ,,' ,- . 

this stti()y.Theactua~y's s1:atementis useful butcould be made even more 

so, espec-ial1y toactivepla.n members,,, by br~aking down th~liability value 
, ~. . ~ 

(andthel,eyel .of ·f~ndingcalculati()n).jnto separate categories fpr vested 

(both active and retired) ·an'(j 'non-vested benefits. Such a breakdown would 

provide,additi,onal informatipn,onthestatus' of the plan's benefit security, 

°patti cu 1 ar lias it. covers th~se PFRS member$ who·' have al readyO'earned the 

right to aretirem~ntpension •. Therefore, 

OFAre.commends'that thePFRS' actuary show· both vested 
,,(active . and ' . reti~red) . and non~vested: accrued ·beneftt 
'l iabil ities sepal"ate]y in the anl')u.~l valuation report, 
along with the 'cqrresponding fifnded level for each 
c~tegory. (Recommendation No. ~" , 

(,1 ' 
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b.Gostof Living (coL)incre~ses "'-.A basic' cdncept ofaccountirig'for . 
, .', . "-"', -:. . ., .",' " ' . ,(\)'.' . ," .~ 

peosion costsi~' that they be assigned" tathe period during whichbeneflts 
areearm~d .. COL benefits,. since they are computed(lS 'a'percentage', of the 

,~'; 

retirement allowance,.arevearnedoveran employee's actiVe career. The same 

factors (e.g., benef;itlibe~alizatioris, salarYinCrea~es) responsfole for,L,:'.' 
, " "'_',jl' I, . .-' ',. '.' " _ 

raising regula,r pension benefits are also responsible for raiSing future COL 
.' . '::': ~. . . . . 

obligations: "This relationship is not explicitly 'recognized under the 

curreptCOL financing po"licy, with the result that the overall impact of plan, " '., 

changes is always understated, as are the total liabi 1 ities assocfatedwith 
. provi di I1g ret i rementbenefi ts to PFRS members. \Jii Ij 

.a" ,! 

Shou 1 d the Legis 1 ature. e lec€' to .advance.;.fund COL henefi ts, the CQS'ts ,~ 
\Y. ..'., ,l 

associa~ed with providing these benefits wouldautomatically"be treated as 

1 i abi litiesof the perysion system. In addition, 

OFA recommends, should the Legislature decide not' to 
advance-fund COL benefits, that the PFRS actuary peri,; 
odically calculate the system'sliabilitie~J' to include 
the liability associated with COL benefits, so as to 
portray more accurately the total costs of all pension 
obligations currently being accrued, even though payment I'. \ 

of a portion Of these costs is being deferred to the 
futUre. (Recommendati on No. '5) ". . 

Since almost all pension benefit changes carry a corollary fiscal 

impact associated with higher COL payments,' 

OFA recommends that fiscal notes and cost estimates. on 
pension-related bills, whether prepared by the Division 
of Pensions or by OFA, include an estimate of the addi
tional .COL costs likely-to result from the provisions of 
the bill. (Recommendation No.6) 
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INTRODUCTION: PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 

This actuarial analysis of the Police and Firemen1s Retirement System 
(PFRS) of New Jersey was undertaken to provide the Legislature and PFRS 
managers with information about the future costs,· funding obligations and 
cash flow of the pension system. Financial trends that may reasonably be 
anticipated under the State1s current financing policy as well as under 
selected alternative policies are illustrated with long-range actuarial 
forecasts of PFRS. 

The type of analysis presented in this study offers several insights 
that are not provided by a conventional actuarial valuation. One important 
difference' is that a conventional valuation, such as the PFRS actuary 
prepares annually, is concerned only with the accrued and prospective 
benefits of current plan members. There is no recognition given in the 
present to the possible financial implications of future new entrants or 
overan system growth. The forecasts developed in this analysis give 
explicit recognition to these factors. 

A second feature of these forecasts is that they give policy makers an 
idea of the incidence of costs likely to fallon taxpayers in future years 
under the pension planl,s current financing method. In this respect, the 
forecasts may assist policy makers in evaluating whether the system1s 
unfolding financial experience is coinciding . ~th expectations. The fore
casts also aid in evaluating the long-range effects of proposed pension 
benefit changes. 

Finally, the forecasts presented in this analysis portray the future 
annual costs and assets-to-liabilities ratios associated with all benefits 
accruing to PFRS members, including post-retirement cost-of-living adjust
ments not treated in the annual valuation report of the PFRS actuary. This 
last point is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. 

Having noted these features, it is equally important to recognize the 
limitations of this type of long-range actuarial analysis. The limitations 
are those inherent in any projection of future events; namely, the likelihood 
that the future will not unfold precisely as the analysis specifies. In 
fact, it is almost inevitable that it will not do so, despite the care taken 
to make these projections as realistic as possible. Such unforeseen but 
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possible future occurrences as a declining PFRS membership, prolonged severe 
inflationary pressures or significant plan benefit changes--to name but a 
few--would each necessitate a reevaluation of the system's financial status. 
However, the uncertainty of the future is not in itself a cogent argument 
against developing these forecasts but rather an ar~ument for doing them more 
frequently. 

It should also be made clear that the·actuarial forecasts presented in 
this study are not meant to substitute for the annual actuarial valuations of 
PFRS that certify in detail the following year's costs and required contri
butions. The value of thase long-range forecasts lies not in any claims of 
perfectly accurate dollar value predictions for a particular year but in the 
overall financial trends and patterns that emerge over the forecast period. 
As such, these forecasts are meant to complement the regular actuarial 
valuation process. 
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Background 

CHAPTER 1: DESCRIPTION OF THE POLICE AND 
FIREMEN'S RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF NEW JERSEY 

Municipal police and firemen were the fi-rst public employees in New 
Jersey to have pension funds established on their behalf. These early funds, 
some dating back to the -1880's, were established by municipalities as the 
need or demand arose. Operating with little guidance or supervision from the 
State, the various local funds provided widely varying pension benefits to 
their members and no attempt was made to place the funds on a sound financial 
base. 

Stat~ legislation passed in 1920 (P.L. 1920, c. 160) placed all 
existing police and firemen's pension funds under uniform statutory pro
visions and established a single benefit structure. However, little was done 
to improve the financial status of the local funds, which were rapidly 
accruing sizeable liabilities to be passed on to future taxpayers. 

In 1944, membership in these municipal pension funds was closed to all 
new emp 1 oyees. The Pol ice and Firemen's Retirement System (PFRS) become 
effective on July 1, 1944 unqer the provisions of P.L. 1944, c. 255. The new 
system, administered by the State, was established on an actuarial reserve 
basis with costs shared between employing municipalities and their 
employees. Membership was made compulsory for all new police and fire 
employees in jurisdictions previously operating their own funds under the 
1920 legislation, and for policemen and firemen in municipalities that 
elected to participate in PFRS by resolution or referendum. 1 

Amendatory legislation passed since 1944 has opened the membership of 
PFRS to various groups of employees previously ineligible, such as members of 
county police departments, county sheriff's officers, and certain categories ~ 

of State employees (e.g., park rangers, corrections officers, motor vehicle 
inspectors) whose duties are classified as relating to law enforcement. 

Membership 
As of June 30, 1976, there were 25,323 active and 2,147 retired members 

of PFRS. 2 Roughly 10 percent of the active membership are State employees 
• 

with the remainder representing some 340 participating counties, municipal
ities, fire districts and commissions. 
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Administration 
PFRS is administered by a nine-member Board of Trustees consisting of 

the State Treasurer, four members appointed by the Governor for indefinite 
terms, and two policemen and two firemen elected by the active PFRS member
ship for four-year terms. A representative from the State Division of 
Pensions serves as secretary to the Board. 

The powers and duties of the Board of Trustees are spelled out in 
N.J.S.A. 43:16A-13 and generally consist of oversight responsibilities re
lated to the operation of the system, including the adoption of rules and 
regulations and the exercise of veto powers thereto. The day-to-day admin
istration of PFRS is carried out by the Division of Pensions, while the 
Division of Investment is responsible for managing and i.nvesting the assets 
of the system. The State Treasurer designates a medical review board and a 
system actuary. The current actuary for PFRS is George B. Buck Consulting 
Actuaries, Inc., New York, New York. 

Benefit Provisions 
Table I-Ion the following page is a summary of the major benefit 

provisions available to members of PFRS. A more complete description of 
these benefits is contained in Appendix B of this rtport. 
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1. Retirement Age 

2. Retirement Allowance 

3. Ordinary Disability 

4. Accidental Disability 

5. Nonservice-connected 
death before retire
ment 

6. Service-connected death 
before retirement 

7. Death after retirement 

8. Termination (non-vested) 

TABLE 1-1 

PFRS BENEFIT PROVISIONS 

Regular (service), 55. 
Early (special), 25 years service, no age re-

quirement. 
Mandatory, 65. 
Deferred, 15 years service, payable at age 55. 

An annual allowance of 2% x final average sal-
ary (FAS)* x years of service up to 30 
plus 1% x FAS x years of service over 30. 

After five years membership, annual allowance 
of 1~% x FAS x years of service (minimum 
of 40% x FAS). 

Annual allowance of 2/3 salary at time of acci
dent. 

3~ x last year's salary (lump sum) plus return 
of member's contributions. 

Annual allowance of ~ x last year's salary to 
dependent widow or widower or three chil
dren; for fewer children or dependent par
ents, a lesser pension; plus 3~ x last 
year's salary (lump sum). 

Annual allowance of ~ x FAS to dependent widow 
or widower and two children (minimum $1,600 
to widow); lesser pension for fewer children; 
plus (after 10 years service) ~ x last year's 
salary (lump sum). 

Return of member's contributions. 

*Note: Final average salary refers to the average of the last or highest-paid 
three years of service upon which contributions are made. 
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Foon~OTES TO CHAPTER 1 

1. A more complete history of the events preceding the Police and Firemen's 
Retirement System can be found on pageslO-39 of New Jersey's Contributory 
Public Employee Pension Programs: Program Analysis of the Public 
Employees' Retirement System~ New Jersey State Legislature, Office of 
Fiscal Affairs, March, 1976. 

2. Police and Firemen's Retirement System of New Jersey, 1976 Annual Report. 
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CHAPTER 2: ACTUARIAL PROCEDURES USED 
IN THE ANALYSIS OF PFRS 

As stated in t~e introduction to this report, the purpose of conducting 
this actuarial analysis is to provide the Legislature and those responsible 
for manag~ng PFRS with information about the system's long-range financial 
outlook. The framework for the analysis is a scenario of PFRS for the 50-

year period 1975-2025. The scenario was constructed with the aid of a 
detailed computer model of PFRS developed by OFA's actuarial consultants, 
Winklevoss & Associates, Inc. By generating 50 consecutive actuarial 
valuations, the model is designed to simulate the PFRS population and 
financial transactions occurring during each year of the forecast period 
according to predetermined actuarial assumptions. These assumptions are 
discussed in the fo110wing sections. 

Role of Actuarial Assumption~ 
An employee covered by a defined benefit pension plan such as PFRS 

earns pension benefit credits for each unit (usually a year) of eligible 
employment. At retirement, .the accumulated value of these credits becomes 
payable by the plan sponsor according to one of several payment options 
available to the employee. 

For the pension system as a whole, the accumulated value of all past, 
present and expected future benefit credits earned by its members represents 
a liability to the system in the form of future pension payment obligations 
that are being created. It is the responsibility of the pension system 
actuary to estimate the magnitude of these obligations, when they will become 
due, and to establish a schedule of regular employer (and, in New Jersey, 
employee) contributions into a pension reserve fund so that the assets of the 
fund are built up to where they are sufficient, together with future 
contributions, to meet projected system liabilities. 

To project pension costs and fund those costs on a regular basis the 
actuary must make certain assumptions about the future experience of the plan 
and its participants. When appropriate, past experience of the particular 
plan or a similar one can be used to formulate assumptions about the future. 
However, it is not always possible or desirable to use past experience solely 
as a guide. In such instances the actuary must make his assumptions based 
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upon the best evidence and indicators available to him. Although it is 
extremely unlikely. that actuarial assumptions will ever perfectly predict 
future plan experience~ the degree to which they are realistic has an 
important bearing on how adequately a pension system is funding its liabil
ities. 

The selection of ?ctuarial assumptions for PFRS was therefore a 
significant part of developing the long-range financial forecasts which are 
presented in the following chapter. OFA and its consultants reviewed all of 
the assumptions currently used by the PFRS actuary in preparing annual 
valuations of the system. Many of these assumptions were judged to be 
appropriate for use in thi~ analysis and were adopted. In other instances, 
different v'alues were selected where they were felt to be more realistic in 
their depiction of plan experience. In addition several new assumptions were 
established for forecasting purposes which are not required in the actuary's 
regular annual valuation. 

The assumptions used in this analysis to construct the 50-year PFRS 
scenario are labeled "best-estimate" assumptions to contrast them where 
necessar,Y with the PFRS actuary's valuation assumptions. Best-estimate 
assumptions were used in all of the long-range forecasts to determine the 
future characteristics of the plan. However, as an experiment, one forecast 

• was run which retained the PFRS actuary's assumptions to perform the annual 
valuations in each year of the forecast. 

Specific Assumptions 

Numerous actuarial assumptions must be made to value a pension plan's 
assets and liabilities. Basically, assumptions are needed for any factor or 
probability that could have an impact upon the plan's financial balance. 
Table 2-1 sets forth the major assumptions used in this study. The first 
column of Table 2-1 specifies the type of actuarial assumption. The second 
column lists the assumptions currently used by the PFRS actuary in performing 
the annual valuation of PFRS. The third column lists the best-estimate 
assumptions adopted by OFA and its actuarial conSUltants. For those assump
tions which are tabular in nature, reference is made to the appropriate table 
in Appendix A. 
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Type of Assumption 

A. Decrement Assumptions 

l. Mortality Rates 

2. Disability Rates 

3. Termination (Hithdrawal) 
Rates 

4. Retirement Rates 

B. Increment Assumptions 

l. Population Growth Rate 

2. Entry Age Rates 

C. Economic Assumptions 

l. Inflation Rate 

2. Salary Increase Rate 

3. Future Entry Age Salaries 

4. Interest Rate 
(Return on Investment) 

TABLE ~-l 
ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR PFRS 

Assumptions Used by PFRS Actuary 

Mortality Rates as given in Appendix 
Tables A-4, A-5, A-6, A-8 

Disability Rates as given in 
Appendix Table A-l 

Termination Rates as given in 
Appendix Table A-ll 

Retirement Rates as given in 
Appendix Table A-7 

Assumption not needed* 

Assumption not needed* 

Not explicitly stated, but on the 
order of about 2% 

Rates varying from 9.6% to 2.6% 
per year depending on age, as 
given in Appendix Table A-10 

Assumption not needed* 

6% per year 

*Assumptions not needed because valuation performed on a current fixed 
population group. 

OFA Best-Estimate Assumptions 

Same as PFRS actuary's assumptions 

Same as PFRS actuary's assumptions 

Same as PFRS actuary's assumptions 

Same as PFRS actuary's assumptions 

3% annual growth in 1975, scaling 
down to 0% (no growth) in 2000 

Rates derived from 1975 PFRS census 
data, given in Appendix Table A-2 

4% per yea.r 

Promotional scale derived from 1975 
PFRS census data, as given in Appen
dix Table A-9, plus 4% inflation and 
1% real wage increase per year 

Derived from 1975 PFRS census data, 
as given in Appendix Table A-3, 
with first-year base' of $10,530 

Annual rate of 6.5% initially, grad
ing up by 0.1% per year to an ulti
mate level of 7% 



The assumptions are grouped into three categories which broadly 
describe their functions. Decrement assumptions are those which estimate the 
probabilities of various kinds of reductions in the active and retired PFRS 
population. They in.clude mortal ity, disabil ity, termination and retirement 
rates. These rates are usually presented in the form of actuarial probabil
ity tables. 

The decrement assumptions currently used for PFR$ were last reviewed by 
the system actuary in 1974 when they were checked against the plan's 
experience for the previous five years. Based on this review, changes were 
made in disability and service retirement tables and in mortality tables for 
disability and service pensioners. The revised assumptions were used in the 
1975 actuarial valuation of PFRS. 

The 1974 experience review and adjustments bri ng these decrement 
assumptions into conformance with recent plan experience and also recommend 
their use for future experience. Therefore, OFA has adopted the PFRS 
actuary's decrement assumptions as best-estimc.\te assumptions and the data 
presented in this report are based on these assumptions. 

Increment assumptions are developed for actuarial forecasting to 
simulate additions to PFRS ·membership. As Table 2-1 indicates, these 
assumptions are not used in a conventional actuarial valuation since a 
conventional valuation is based only on the population existing as of the 
valuation date. 

The growth rate, which refers to the growth in the number of active 
employees, was specified for purposes of this research as 3 percent for the 
first year of the simulation, with this percentage scaling downward linearly 
to a zero growth rate after 25 years. This increases the active PFRS 
membership from 24,619 in 1975 to an eventual level of 36,200 members. The 
projection is designed to simulate a PFRS population that has recently 
experienced moderate growth but which is expected to experience a gradual 
decline in growth until a stable labor force size is reached in 2000. The 
ages at which newly-hired employees enter active service during the simula
tion were derived from the recent experience of the plan through 1975. 

The economic assumptions outlined in Table 2-1 are extremely important 
since pension costs are highly sensitive to variations in assumed inflation, 
salary and interest rates. 
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The PFRS actuary's inflation assumption--which appears to be about 2 
percent--is uncertain because it is not explicitly stated, although it 
presumably is a component of both the salary and interest assumptions. OFA's 
best-estimate inflation assumption rate (representing the assumed rise in 
the Consumer Price Index) is set at an annual rate of 4 percent. While this 
rate may appear to be low in terms of the experience of our economy in recent 
years, it is believed to rep~esent a reasonable rate for the long-run average 
inflation rate in our economy. It is also the rate used in the 1976 OASDI 
j};ocial Security] Board of Trustees Annual Report for their "intermediate 
projection" of that system's liabilities. 1 

The PFRS actuary's annual salary increase rates vary from a high of 9.6 
percent at 'age 20 to a low of 2.6 percent at age 65. OFA's best-estimate 
assumption was developed by first projecting annual across-the-board wage 
increases of 5 percent (composed of the 4 percent inflation factor and a 1 
percent real wage or productivity gain component) and then adding, for each 
plan member, an annual percentage representing the employee's assumed career 
promotional advancement at vari ous ages. (In New Jersey thi s component 
comprises actual job title promotions over an employee's working career plus 
the effect of regular merit or longevity increments.) The promotional scale, 
which is shown in Appendix Table A-9, was derived from the current year 
salary differences of active employees in different stages of their careers. 
The rates decline as an employee gets older, reflecting decreasing promo
tional advancement. Over the entire range of active ages (20 to 65) the 
promotional rate averages roughly 1.9 percent per year. 

Taking into account all of the salary components discussed above, OFA's 
best-estimate salary increase rates exceed t,hose of the PFRS actuary by 
approximately 2.4 percentage points per year. 

In addition to the salary progreSSion of active employees, it is also 
necessary to make an assumption as to the salaries of newly-hired employees 
during the forecast period. The new-entrant salary scale, which determines 
the salary differences for each entry age, was derived from the recent 
experience of the plan. The salary applicable to the first age in the scale 
is $10,530 for the first year of the forecast, and is increased annually by 5 
percent (the combined inflation and wage productivity rates) for future 
years. 
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The interest rate assumption refers to the rate of return earned on the 
investment of pension system assets. The current interest rate used by the 
PFRS actuary for annual valuations of the plan is 6 percent. This rate is not 
established by the actuary, but by the State Treasurer in consultation with 
the Directors of the Divisions of Pensions and Investment. N.J.S.A. 43:16A-
1(9) limits the interest rate assumption to 105 percent of the actual 
"percentage rate of earnings on investments." 

OFA's best-estimate interest assumption used in this study for PFRS 
increases from 6.5 percent in 1975 to an ultimate level of 7 percent after 
five years. The variable rate was selected because the investment portfolio, 
which consists primarily of bonds, has shown a steady improvement in its 
yield. The" current yield ;s about 6.5 percent and is expected to increase to 
7 percent. The ultimate rate of 7 percent corresponds roughly to a 4 percent 
inflation rate and an assumed 3 percent inflation-free rate of return on 
long-term corporate bonds. 2 

As shown in Chapter 3, the assumptions used by the PFRS actuary for 
valuation purposes generate approximately the same costs as the more explicit 
best-estimate assumptions developed for this study. This result occurs 
because the PFRS actuary's "assumptions, some of which (e.g., salary and 
interest rates) are believed to be unrealistic on their own merits, do tend 
to have offsetting characteristics which produce a net effect almost 
equivalent to using best-estimate assumptions. 

Actuarial Cost Method For PFRS 
PFRS, like all of the State's major public-employeF! retirement sys

tems, is an advance or reserve-funded pension plan; that is, regular con
tributions are made (by both State and local employers "as well as employees) 
to a pension reserve fund over the working lives of plan members. 3 These 
contributions, together with investment earnings on the assets in the reserve 
fund, are designed to accumulate so that at the time of each worker's 
retirement there are sufficient reserves available to pay that worker's 
pension benefits as they come due over his remaining lifetime. As will be 
shown in the following chapter, one of the advantages of advance funding is 
that the investment income on accumulated plan assets significantly reduces 
the level of contributions that would otherwise be required to pay for 
pension benefits. 
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In an advance-funded system, the function of an actuarial cost method 
is to apportion or allocate the costs of pension credits being earned by 
\J'orkers to specific time periods and to establish a schedule of regular 
contributions to meet those costs. Depending on the funding goals of the 
system, there are various acceptable ways to account for these costs and, 
hence, there are various .actuarial cost methods that may be used. 

The actuarial cost method used by the State for PFRS is known as either 
the Aggregate Projected Benefit Cost Method with Supplemental Liability or as 
the Entry Age Normal Cost Method with Frozen Initial Liability.4 Costs (and 
contributions) under this method have two components: a normal cost and a 
supplemental or accrued liability cost. The normal cost is determined as the 
amount which 

(1) if contributed each year as a level percentage of 
salary, 

(2) on behalf of each employee from the time he started 
earning pension benefit credits, 

and (3) assuming no changes are made in the benefit pro
visions of the plan, 

would (4) accumulate assets equivalent to each employee's ex
pected pension by his retirement date. 

The conditions stated above raise several points. First, the normal 
cost will remain a constant level percentage of salary only if all of the 
actuary's as sumpt ions about the future are borne out. Shou 1 d experi ence 
unfold differently than predicted--and in almost all cases it will to some 
degree--the resulting actuarial gains (favorable) and losses (unfavorable) 
are factored into the normal cost and spread over future years. Thus the 
normal cost will tend to fluctuate from year to year; however, the spreading 
mechanism for gains and losses should help keep the fluctuations from being 
severe. 

The second point is that the conditions which define the normal cost 
also define the supplemental or accrued liability cost. A supplemental 
liability arises, for instance, when the pension system is opened to a group 
of new members who bring with them accrued pension credits from their 
previous years of employment. Such an event has occurred several times since 
PFRS was established, most notably in 1973 and 1976 when certain classes of 
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State and county employees were allowed to transfer into PFRS. 5 Si nce 
employers had not previously been making normal contributions to PFRS for 
these employees, their transfer carried with it an immediate unfunded accrued 
liability for prior service. 

The same situation arises when the benefit provisions of the plan are 
liberalized. When this h~ppens the new benefit level "costs more" per each 
year of service, including those years when lower contributions were made 
based on the old benefit level. Thus there ;s another immediate unfunded 
liability created. Recent examples of PFRS benefit liberalization occurred 
in 1971, when the employment base used to compute "average final salary" was 
reduced from five years to three years (P.L. 1971, c. 175), and in 1973, when 
early retirement at one-half of average final salary was permitted after 25 
years of service (P.L. 1973, c. 109). 

Under the cost method used with PFRS, these unfunded liabilities are 
supplemental in the sense that they are not amortized as part of future 
normal costs but as a separate "layer" of liability corresponding to past 
service credits already earned. The unfunded supplemental liability of PFRS 
was last recalculated in 1971 and is being amortized over a period of 40 
years in level dollar amounts. Each year's amortization payment, or 
supplemental cost, represents interest on the amount yet to be amortized as 
well as a principal payment. 

One exception to the advance funding of PFRS benefits is the annual 
post-retirement cost-of-living (COL) benefit adjustment, which increases the 
level of benefits in relation to changes in the Consumer Price Index. 6 COL 
benefits are financed on a current di sbursement, or pay-as-you-go basi s. 
Neither the liability nor the costs associated with the COL provision are 
currently recognized in the annual valuations of the system performed by the 
PFRS actuary. 

The financial forecasts contained in Chapter 3 compare the long-term 
implications of continuing to finance COL benefits on a pay-as-you-go basis 
to the costs of advance funding these benefits in the same manner as other 
PFRS benefits. 
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liability Measures 

An important purpose of this analysis is to show how, using specified 
actuarial assumptions, the assets of PFRS may be expected to grow in the 
future in relation to the plan's liabilities. One of the difficulties in 
making a meaningful statement about the funded level of a pension plan is 
that the liability value against which assets are usually measured is 
uniquely determined by the actuarial cost method in use. The result is that 
even with a given level of assets, the funded level of a plan would look 
better or worse depending upon which cost method was selected for the 
comparison. Conversely, two plans which are alike in every respect except 
fo~ their actuarial cost method could both be "fully funded" with different 
amounts of "accumulated assets. 

It should, therefore, be useful to assess a plan's funded status by 
using a liability measure that has meaning in its own right regardless of the 
cost method in use. Two such measures are offered in this study. The first, 
entitled plan termination liability (PTl), shows the obligation of PFRS if it 
were to terminate in any given year. The PTl is equal to the present value of 
ben~fits due to retired employees plus the present value of benefits earned to 
date by act i ve employees. "The accrued benefits of act i ve emp 1 oyees are 
calculated by applying the PFRS retirement benefit formula to each employee's 
current salary and years of service as of the hypothetical termination date. 

The only actuarial assumptions needed in the PTl calculation are an 
interest assumption (for continued earnings on assets accumulated prior to 
the termination date) and a mortality assumption for beneficiaries and 
dependents (since only death will prevent the plan member from receiving his 
retirement benefits, provided sufficient assets exist). Actuarial assump
tions concerning future probabilities for the active work force (e.g.~salary 
progression, membership growth, disability rates) are irrelevant in the 
context of an assum~d plan termination. 

To avoid misunderstanding, it should be made clear that the calculation 
of plan termination liability in no way suggests or implies that PFRS will in 
fact terminate at some future date. The PTl measure simply provides a 
meaningful standard for assessing the plan's funded status over time. 

. -' . .. 
The other liability measure used in this study is the plan continuation 

liability (PCl). For retired employees, the PCl is identical to the PTl and 
represents the present value of benefits currently due. For active em-
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ployees, the PCl is based on a different way of calculating benefit accruals. 
In this case, future salary increases are accounted for by first projecting 
each employee's anticipated benefit to retirement and then taking a fraction 
of this benefit, the. numerator of which is the sum of the employee's salary 
to date and the denominator of which is the sum of the employee's expected 
car~er salary. There are other technical differences between the PTl and the 
PCl, such as the incluson of ancillary benefits (e.g., active service death, 
accidental and ordinary disability) in the PCl and the use of all actuarial 
assumptions but these are less important than the general notion that this 
liabilit~ is based on the co~ce~t of continuinq the ~lan. 

Both l1ability measures illustrated--PTl and PCl--are appropriate 
targets for·mea~uring the funding progress of a pension plan. The PTl may be 
regarded as a minimum target level, even for a public plan that is assumed to 
have a "perpetual" existence. The PCl, which may reflect more accurately the 
ongoing nature of a public plan, is usually (although not always) larger than 
the PTl since it incorporates an element of future salary increases. 

In calculating the liability values used in this study an important 
departure has been made from the current treatment of liabilities by the PFRS 
actuary. Both the plan t~rmination and the plan continuation measures 
include the liability associated with future COL benefit increases. OFA is 
aware that thi s ; s not presently done for any of New Jersey's State
administered pension systems and that, in addition, there is a difference of 
opinion within the actuarial professional concerning this practice. 

The argument against including the Cal provision in the liability 
computat i on is usually based on the as sert i on that in the event of plan 
termination the payment of these additional benefits might not be a legally 
p-nforceable obligation, especially if they are still being appropriated on a 
pay-as-you-go basis. 

In the strictest sense this assertion is probably correct, since the 
Pension Adjustment Act does not require that these appropriations be made in 
any year, even without the threat of plan termination. However, OFA finds no 
reason to believe that the legislature's commitment to finance the State's 
share of these COL benefits is of a lesser degree or "enforceability" than 
the commitment to finance any other retirement benefits of the State's 
pension systems. Since the Pension Increase Program was first enacted in 
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1958, it has been significantly modified to cover all retiring employees and 
eligible survivors. Moreover, the benefit adjustment has been automatically 
linked to changes in the Consumer Price Index and the COL benefit level has 
recently been increased from 50 percent to 60 percent of the change in the 
CPI. 7 Thus, the Legislature has certainly demonstrated a strong commit

ment to the principle o~maintaining retirement benefits at a level suf
ficient to offset some of the effects of inflation. 

Given this situation and the sizeable financial impact of future COL 
payments (as shown in Tables 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3), it would seem logical to 
treat these obligations as liabilities of the pension system, regardless of 
how they are funded. 8 The fact is that every benefit or membership 
liberalizat'ion (or inflation-induced salary increase) which raises "regularll 
pension costs also raises future COL obligations. By recognizing this 
relationship explicitly, total pension liabilities are portrayed more 
realistically. 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAFTER 2. 

1. Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance anc 
Disability Insur.ance Trust Funds, 1976 Annual Report, p. 79. 

2. See Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Review 48 (August, 1966) and 
Review 51 (December, 1969). Also, Robert Tilove, Public Employee Pension 
Funds. (New York, Columbia University Press, 1976), p. 141. 

3. There is one retirement benefit provided to PFRS members that is not 
advance funded. This is the cost-of-living (COL) adjustment made to 
retirement benefits to offset some of the effects of inflation. The COL 
provision is discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 

4. Unfortunately, the actuarial profession has not been able to agree upon 
standard pension terminology. The expression "Aggregate Projected 
Benef i t Cos t Method with Supp 1 ement alL i ab il i ty" is preferred by the 
Pension Research Council while other pension managers and actuaries use 
the latter expression or some variation of it. 

5. P.L. 1973, c. 156 and P.L. 1975, c. 303 (effective February 2, 1976). 

6. N.J.S.A. 43:38, the Pension Adjustment Act (P.L. 1958, c. 143), as 
amended. 

7. P. L. 1977, c. 306. 

8. The same conclusion was recently reached by the New Jersey Commission on 
Government Costs and Tax Policy appointed by the Governor pursuant to 
Executive Order No. 55 of 1977. On page xvii of their Summary Recom
mendat ions and Subcommi ttee Reports, the Commi ss i on recommends that 
"cost-of-living increases be considered in the annual actuarial calcu
lation rather than making annual appropriations." 
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CHAPTER 3: FINANCIAL FORECASTS OF PFRS 

Thi s chapter presents three long-range financi al forecasts of PFRS 
under combinations of actuarial assumptions previously discussed. The first 
forecast uses the PFRS actuary's assumptions to perform the annual valuations 
during the 50-year forecast period. The second forecast uses OFA's best
estimate assumptions. The third forecast also uses best-estimate 
assumptions but is predicated upon full advance funding of the annual COL 
benefit increases. 

Forecast Unper PFRS Actuary's Assumptions 
Table 3-1 shows the results of a 50-year financial forecast of PFRS 

which uses the PFRS actuary's current actuarial assumptions to perform the 
annual valuations. The first valuation year of the forecast is fiscal year 
1975 and the last year is fiscal year 2025. 1 The numerical data presented in 
the table are given annually during the first ten years and on a quinquennial 
basis thereafter. 

The population growth .assumption, which scales down from 3 percent 
annually to zero after 25 years, increases the original group of. active 
employees from 24,619 to an ultimate number of 36,200 by the year 2000. 
Tota 1 payroll ri ses both because of the growth in the number of act i ve 
employees and because of the annual rise in employees' salaries. The payroll 
in 1975 totals $345 million and escalates to $1 billion by 1990 and to over $6 
billion by the year 2025. These dollar values are of little -importance by 
themselves since they are expressed in terms of future inflated dollars; 
however, they are useful for measuring the trend in pension costs. 

Table 3-1 shows that advance-funded employer contributions to PFRS are 
$56.5 million in 1975 and are expected to nearly double by 1985. From 1985 to 
the end of the forecast period, employer contributions are expected to 
increase sevenfold to over $700 million. However, employer contributions as 
a percentage of payroll are seen to decrease throughout the 50-year forecast 
period, beginning at 16.37 percent in 1975 and decreasing to a low of 11.95 
percent by the year 2025. 
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I 
N 
0 
I 

Number 
Active Funded 

tABLE 3-1 

FINANCIAL FORECAST OF PFRS m~DER PFRS ACTUARY'S ASSUMPTIONS 

(Dollars in Millions) 

EmEloyer Contributions Invest-
Pay-as-you-go Employee ment Benefit 

Plan 
Termination 

~ ~ Payroll Portion Portion Total Contributions Earnings Payments ~ Liabilitl (PTL) 

$ % Assets 
$ % of % of $ % of $ % of $ $ $ $ p% ofll Payroll Payroll Payroll Payroll • PTL ayro 

1975 24,619 345 56.5 16.37 .4 .11 16.48 26.0 7.54 45.9 21.0 6.08 693 845 82.02 
1976 25,358 373 60.1 16.12 .7 .17 16.29 28.1 7.52 53.5 26.6 7.13 800 968 .82.73 
1977 26,088 403 63.9 15.87 1.0 .25 16.12 30.? 7.51 61. 8 32.8 8.14 916 1,096 83.51 
1978 26,808 434 67.8 15.62 1.5 .35 15.97 32.6 7.49 70.9 39.4 9.07 1,039 1.231 84.39 
1979 27,516 468 72.0 15.37 2.2 .46 15.84 35.0 7.48' 80.8 46.6 9.94 1.171 1,371 85.39 
1980 28.209 505 76.4 15.13 3.0 .58 15.72 37.6 7.46 91.5 54.5 10.79 1.312 1.517 86.48 
1981 28,886 543 80.8 14.89 3.9 .72 15.60 40.4 7.45 101.7 62.9 11. 59 1.463 1.670 87.58 
1982 29.545 584 85.6 14.66 5.0 .86 15.52 43.4 7.44 112.6 72.0 12.33 1.623 1,829 88.73 
1983 30,183 627 90.7 14.46 6.3 1. 01 15.47 46.6 7.43 124.1 81.5 12.99 1.792 1.994 89.90 
1984 30.799 673 96.2 14.28 7.8 1.16 15.45 49.9 7.42 136.2 91.5 13.59 1.972 2.168 90.99 
1985 31.390 722 101.9 14.12 9.5 1. 32 15.44 53.5 7.42 149.2 101. 8 14.11 2.163 2.352 91. 97 

1990 33,916 1,010 136.8 13.55 21.1 2.09 15.63 74.7 7.39 227.6 160.7 15.91 3.317 3,471 95.57 

1995 35,575 1.373 181. 9 13.25 37.8 2.75 16.00 101.3 7.38 335.9 237.0 17.26 4.907 5.112 96.00 

2000 36,220 1,811 237.3 13.10 60.2 3.33 16.43 133.6 7.38 482.6 339.7 18.76 7.066 7,417 95.26 

2005 36,220 2,338 304.0 13.00 89.6 3.83 16.83 171. 8 1.35 677.7 484.0 20.70 9.944 10,548 94.27 

2010 36,220 2.988 382.4 12.80 130.4 4.36 17.16 219.2 7.33 9H.7 690.6 23.11 13,617 14,732 92.43 

2015 36,220 3,806 469.6 12.34 189.0 4.97 17.30 278.8 7.33 1225.8 964.7 25.35 18,120 19,914 90.99 

2020 36,220 4,844 586.9 12.11 270.3 5.58 17.69 354.8 7.32 1590.7 1306.9 26 .. 98 23,582 26,075 90.44 

2025 36,220 6,173 737.4 11. 95 376.3 C.I0 18.04 452.4 7.33 2260.0 1717.5 27.82 30.271 33.377 90.70 

Note: The number of active employees and their aggregate payroll are certified as of June 30 (the valuation date) in the year 
listed. Contributions, earnings, payments. assets and assets-to-liability pl~rcentages reflect the financial experience 
of the plan for the year beginning July 1. 

Source: WinklevosA & Associates, 10"., from 1975 PFRS valuation data. 

Plan 
Continuation 

Liability (Pcq 

$ % Assets 
• PCL 

871 79.59 
982 81. 54 

1,101 8 3.15 
1,229 84.48 
1.368 85.56 
1,518 86.42 
1.079 87.11 
l,B50 87.70 
2.032 88.22 
2.224 88.68 
2.428 89.10 

3.664 90.53 

5,380 91. 21 

7,728 91. 4:1 

10.924 91. 03 

15,058 90.43 

20,188 89.75 

26,406 89.31 

33,899 !l9.30 



Two factors cause pension contributions to decrease as a percentage of 
salary. The primary factor is that level-dollar payments are being made to 
amortize the plan's unfunded supplemental liability over the remaining 
amortization period, The second factor is that net actuarial go.ins even
tually develop during the forecast. It will be remembered that the actual 
yield on assets is project,ed to be 7 percent after the first five years, 
while the valuation rate of interest used by the PFRS actuary is 6 percent. 
This 1 percent difference, compounded annually on a large body of assets, 
causes an actuarial gain which exceeds the actuarial loss caused by actual 
salaries increasing faster than the valuation salary rate assumption. 

The total of all employer obligations to PFRS, however, equals the 
regular advance-funded employer contributions ~ the pay-as-you-go costs 
of the COL provision. When these two costs are added together,total costs 
decrease from 16.48 percent of salary in 1975 to a low of 15.44 percent after 
10 years and then increase to a high of 18.04 percent by the year 2025, as the 
continually rising pay-as-you-go CUL payments consume a larger proportion 

of total costs. 
Aggregate employee contributions to the plan remain fairly level as a 

percentage of salary, beginning at 7.54 percent in 1975 and decreasing to a 
low of 7.32 percent near the end of the forecast period. These data indicate 
that employees are funding between one-fourth and one-third of the total cost 
of PFRS. 

Investment earni ngs from PFRS assets help to offset a substanti a 1 
portion of the total PFRS costs. In 1975 earnings are nearly as large as 
employer contributions and nearly double employee contributions. After 10 
years they are expected to exceed employer contributions by about 50 percent 
and represent almost three times employee contributions in that year. As 
assets continue to grow during the forecast, the expected investment earnings 
are eventually more than double employer costs and five times larger than 
employee contributions. 

The benefit payments from PFRS, which includ~such items as retirement 
and disability benefits, survivor benefits, insurance settlements, and the 
return of employee contributions, total $21.0 million in 1975 or 6.08 percent 
of payroll. In future years these payments are expected to increase 
dramatically to $1.7 billion by the end of the forecast period, an amount 
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equal to 27.82 percent of payroll. If PFRS were not advance funded, but 
rather financed entirely on a pay-as-you-go basis, total costs (benefit 
payments plus COL costs) woud escalate to almost 34 percent of payroll by the 
year 2025. In fact" however, employer contributions are expected to be only 
about half of this amount -- a favorable consequence of the accumUlation of 
assets under advance_funding. 

The dollar value of'plan assets, as shown in Table 3-1, is $693 million 
in 1975 and is expected to reach $2.2 billion by 1985. From this point in 
time to the, end of the forecast period, assets are expected to increase to 
over $30 billion. 

As is the case with the other values given in Table 3-1 absolute dollar 
amounts beyond a few years are less important than their relationship to some 
other dollar value. In the case of plan assets, the relevant standards are 
the liabilities of the plan. Table 3-1 includes the ,two liability measures 
previously discussed in Chapter 2. The first, plan termination liability 
(PTl), shows the liability associated with benefits accrued to date if the 
plan were to be terminated in a given year, while the second (pel) shows an 
accrued liability based on continuation of the plan. 

Viewing pl an assets as a percentage of the PTl, the funded level of 
PFRS in 1975 is 82 percent, a value that increases gradually to 96 percent in 
20 years and then tapers off to 91 percent by the year 2025. Funded levels 
based on the PCl start out at 80 percent, increase to a high of 91 percent and 
then decrease to 89 percent. Thus, the PCl shows a simi 1 ar, although 
somewhat lower, funded status than the PTl. 

Using either liability measure, one might expect the funded level of 
PFRS to reach, and even exceed, 100 percent, but this does not occur because 
the ent i re plan is not advance-funded; i. e., the Cal benef it increases are 
financed on a pay-as-you-go basis. 

Forecast Under OFA Best-Estimate Assumptions 
Table 3-2 shows the results of a 50-year forecast of PFRS which is 

identical to that shown in Table 3-1 except that the annual valuations during 
the forecast period are performed using OFAls best-estimate assumptions. 
Thus, the number of employees, payroll, employee contri but ions, COL pay
ments, benefit payments, and liability values are the same as in Table 3-1. 
The values that change are employer costs, investment earnings, assets, and 
funded levels. 
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Year 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 

I 1983 
N 
CAl 1984 
I 1985 

1990 

1995 

2000 

2005 

2010 

2015 

2020 

2025 

Note: 

Source: 

Numbpr 
Active 
Memb~ Pllyroll 

$ 

24,619 345 
25,358 373 
26,088 lJ.03 
26,808 434 
27,516 468 
28,209 505 
28,886 543 
29,545 584 
30,183 627 
30,799 673 
31,390 722 

33.916 1,010 

35,575 1,373 

36,220 1,811 

36,220 2,338 

36,220 2,988 

36,220 3,806 

36,220 4,844 

36,220 6,173 

TABLE 3-2 

FINANCIAL FORECAST OF PFRS UNDER OFA BEST-ESTIMATE ASSUMPTIONS 

(Dollars in Millions) 

Employer Cqntributions lnvest-
Funded PaY-ils-YOll-go Employee ment Benefit 
Portion _Pl'r~ Total Contributions Earnin8s Payments ~ 

% of P~y~gll $ P~y~tll $ $ % of $ $ % of 11 $ Payroll Payro . Payroll 

53.2 15.41 .lJ. .11 15.53 26.0 7.54 46.2 21.0 6.08 693 
56.4 15.13 .7 .17 15.30 28.1 7.52 53.6 26.6 7.13 797 
59.8 14.86 1.0 .25 15.11 30.2 7.51 61.7 32.8 8.14 909 
63.5 14.61 1.5 .35 1lJ..97 32.6 7.49 70.5 39.4 9.07 1,028 
67.4 14.39 2.2 .46 14.85 35.0 7.48 80.1 46.6 9.94 1,155 
71.6 14.18 3.0 .58 1lJ..77 37.6 7.46 9'1.5 54.5 10.79 1,291 
76.0 14.00 3.9 .72 14.72 40.4 7.lJ.5 llJil.4 62.9 11.59 1,436 
80.7 13.83 5.0 .86 14.69 43.4 7.44 110.8 72.0 12.33 1,590 
85.7 13.67 6.3 1. 01 14.68 46.6 7.43 121. 9 81. 5 12.99 1,753 
91.1 1.3.53 7.8 1 •. " ..... 1lJ..69 49.9 7.42 133.7 91.5 13.59 1,926 
96.7 13.40 9.5 "1. • ~ '! 14.72 53.5 7.42 146.1 101. 8 14.11 2,109 

130.4 12.91 21.1 2.09 15.00 74.7 7.39 221. 6 160.7 15.91 3,215 

173.4 12.63 37.8 2.75 15.38 101. 3 7.38 325.1 237.0 17.26 4,730 

226.0 12.48 60.2 3.33 15.80 133.6 7.38 464.4 339.7 18.76 6,773 

290.0 12.40 89.6 3.83 16.24 171. 8 7.35 648.0 484.0 20.70 9,476 

369.2 12.36 130.4 4.36 16.72 219.2 7.33 878.7 690.6 23.11 12,900 

454.1 11. 93 189.0 4.97 16.90 278.8 7.33 1160.7 964.7 25.35 17,106 

581. 3 12.00 270.3 5.58 17.58 354.8 7. 32 1496.8 1306.9 26.98 22,129 

74lJ..5 12.06 376.3 6.10 18.16 452.4 7.33 2140.lJ. 1717.5 27.82 28,267 

Plan 
Termination 

Liability (PTL) 

$ % Assets 
• PTL 

845 82.02 
968 82.42 

1,096 82.90 
1,231 83.51 
1,371 84.26 
1,517 85.11 
1,670 85.99 
1,829 86.94 
l,99lJ. 87.93 
2,168 88.85 
2,352 89.67 

3,471 92.61 

5,112 92.53 

7,417 91. 31 

10,548 89.83 

14,732 87.56 

19,914 85.90 

26,075 84.87 

33,377 84.69 

The number of active employees and their aggregate payroll are certifi~d as of June 30 (the valuation date) in the year 
listed. Contributions, earnings, payments, assets and assets-to-liability percentages reflect the financial experience 
of the plan for the year beginning July 1. 

Winklevoss & Associates, Inc., from 1975 PFRS valuation data. 

Plan 
Continuation 

LiabUHy (PCL) 

$ 
• Assets 
% -PCL 

871 79.59 
982 e 1. 23 

1,101 82.55 
1,229 83.60 
1,368 84.43 
1. 518 85.05 
1,679 85.53 
1,850 85.93 
2,032 86.29 
2,224 86.59 
2,428 86.87 

3,664 87.73 

5,380 87.92 

7,728 87.64 

10.924 86.74 

15,058 85.67 

20,188 84.73 

26,406 83.80 

33,899 83.39 



Using best-estimate assumptions, employer contributions in 1975 would 
have been somewhat smaller ($53.2 million) than they actually were under the 
PFRS actuary's current assumptions ($56.5 million) and would remain smaller 
until just before the end of the forecast period. Costs as a percentage of 
salary are 15.41 percent in 1975, scaling down over 40 years to 11.93 percent 
and then rising slightly to 12.06 percent by 2025. The latter percentage is 
slightly larger than the 11.95 percent obtained when the PFRS actuary's 
assumptions are used, illustrating a basic principle of pension costs that 
lower cont~ibutions made initially result in higher contributions at some 
later date. 

As a result of initially lower employer contributions, the asset 
buildup and, hence, the dollar investment earnings, are somewhat smaller. 
This in turn causes the funded levels to be lower beyond the first year of the 
forecast period under best-estimate assumptions than under the PFRS 
actuary's assumptions. The PTl and PCl both follow an increasing and then 
decreasing pattern, ending at 85 percent and 83 percent,respectively. Again, 
failure to achieve 100 percent is caused by not funding in advance the COL 
benefit increases. 

Best-Estimate Forecast with Full Advance Funding of All Costs 
Table 3-3 shows a 50-year forecast which is iaentical to that pre

sented in Table 3-2 except for the fact that the COL provision is now assumed 
to be advance-funded. This assumption produces changes in employer contri
butions, investment earnings, assets and funded levels. In addition, the 
amount of benefit payments, while not changing, now includes COL payments 
previously listed in a separate column. 

Full advance funding would have caused employer contributions to 
increase to 24.63 percent of payroll in 1975, a substantial increase over the 
previous two forecasts which showed total costs of 16.48 percent and 15.53 
percent. This immediate jump in contributions is a consequence of recogniz
ing, and funding now, the liabilities associated with COL benefits which are 
currently being earned but not paid for under the present pay-as-you-go 
policy. However, as Table 3-3 illustrates, costs under full advance funding 
decrease steadily in future years and eventually reach 15.97 percent in the 
year 2025. This is in contrast to total ultimate costs (employer contribu
tions plus pay-as-you-go costs) of 18.04 percent and 18.16 percent from the 
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TABLE 3-3 

FINANCIAL FORECAST OF PFRS UNDER OFA BEST-ESTIMATE 
ASSUMPTIONS WITH ADVANCE FUNDING OF COL BENEFITS 

(Dollars in-Millions) 

Number Invese- Plan Plan 
Active Employer Employ~! mE'nt Benefit Termination Continuation 

fear MC!mheri; Pnvrol1 ContrlhlJl ' .... ns Contributions Earnings Payments Assets Liabilitt (PTL~ Liabilitz: (PCL) 

$ $ P:: 0[11 $ i of' $ $ . % of $ $ :r. Assets 
$ '7. nssets 

/lyro P yro11 Payroll • PTL • PCL 

1975 24,619 345 85.0 24.63 26.0 7.54 46.0 21.4 6.19 693 845 82.02 871 79.59 
1976 25,358 373 89.lf 23.97 28.1 7.52 55.5 27.2 7.30 829 968 85.65 982 84.42 
1977 26,088 403 94.0 23.35 30.2 7.51 65.8 33.8 8.40 974 1,096 88.88 1,101 88.50 
1978 26,808 434 99.0 22.79 32.6 7.49 77.1 40.9 9.43 1,131 1,231 91. 86 1,229 91. 96 
1979 27,516 468 104.3 22.27 35.0 7.48 89.4 48.7 10.40 1,298 1,371 94.71 1,368 94.90 
1980 28,209 505 110.0 21. 79 37.6 7.46 103.0 57.4 11. 38 1,478 1,517 97.46 1,518 97.40 
B81 28,886 543 115.9 21. 35 40.4 7.45 116.0 66.8 12.31 1,672 1,670 100.07 1,679 99.53 
1982 29,545 584 122.3 20.96 43.4 7.44 129.9 77.0 13.19 1,877 1,829 102.63 1,850 101.44 
1983 30,183 627 129.1 20.59 46.6 7. 43 144.7 87.8 14.00 2,096 1.994 105.11 2.032 103.15 
1984 30,799 673 136.4 20.26 49.9 7.42 160.4 99.3 14.76 2.328 2.168 107.41 2.224 104.69 
1985 31.390 722 144.0 19.95 53.5 7.42 177.1 111. 4 15.43 2.576 2,352 109.50 2.428 106.08 

1990 33.916. 1.010 189.5 lB.77 74.7 7.39 278.6 181. 7 18.00 4.075 3.471 117.40 3.664 111.20 

1995 35,575 1,373 247.3 18.01 101. 3 7.38 417.8 274.8 20.01 6.130 5.112 119.91 5.380 113.93 

2000 36.220 1,811 317.3 17.52 133'.6 7.38 605.0 400.0 22.09 8.899 7.417 119.97 7.728 115.14 

2005 36,220 2.338 402.0 17.19 171. 8 7.35 852.3 573.6 24.53 12.565 10.548 119.12 10.924 115.02 

2010 36.220 2.988 505.9 16.93 219.2 7.33 1165.8 821. 0 27.47 17.251 14.732 117.10 15.058 114.56 

2015 36.220 3.806 604.6 15.89 278.8 7.33 1553.5 1153.6 30.31 23.076 19.914 115.88 20.188 114.30 

2020 36,220 4,844 771. 3 15.92 354.8 7.32 2014.6 1577.2 32.56 30,032 26.075 115.18 26.406 113.73 

2025 36.220 6.173 985.6 15.97 452.4 7.33 2778.4 2093.8 33.92 38,581 33.377 115.59 33.899 113.81 

Note: The number of active employees and their aggregate payroll are. certified as of June 30 (t.he valuation date) in the year 
listed. Contributions, earnings, payments, assets and assets-to-liability percentages reflect the financial experience 
of the plan for the year beginning July 1. 

Source: Winklevoss & Associates, Inc., from 1975 PFRS valuation data. 
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previous forecasts. Thus full advance funding is considerably more costly 
initially but eventually (around the year 2011) becomes less costly than the 
current funding policy for PFRS. 

The increase in employer costs in early years causes the assets and, 
hence, investment earnings, to increase more rapidly than in the two previous 
forecasts. As a result, the PTl and PCl funded levels reach 100 percent by 
1981 and 1982, respectively. By the end of the forecast period, assets have 
built up to approximately 115 percent of both liability measures. 

From ~ budgetary standpoint, the steeply decreasing cost curve which 
characterizes full advance funding of all pension benefits may not be 
desirable since it calls for an immediate and large increase in employer 
contributions to PFRS. The same might be said for the rapid buildup of 
"redundant" assets (e.g., assets exceeding PTl and PCl) over the next 10 to 15 
years. Both situations would be alleviated somewhat by a "flatter" funding 
pattern than is indicated in Table 3-3. One pbssibility for achieving this, 
while retaining full advance funding of benefits, is to amortize the 
remaining supplemental liability of the system as a level percentage of 
sa 1 ary (as is done with the normal cost) rather than as a 1 eve 1 do 11 ar 
amount. While this option has not been tested as a part of this study, it 
should be considered if a change is contemplated to advance funding of COL 
benefits. Since the method of amortizing the current unfunded supplemental 
liability is specified by law,2 legislation would be required to reamortize 
the liability on a different basis. 

Graphic Illustration of Pension Forecasts 
Figures 3-A and 3-B are computer-generated graphs which summarize the 

more important information contained in the three pension cost forecasts. 
Figure 3-A shows the pattern of employer costs (as a percentage of payroll) 
during the 50-year forecast period under the three combinations of assump
tions used. Figure 3-8 shows the percentage of assets to plan termination 
liability for the same combinations. 
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FIGURE 3-A: PFRS EMPLOYERS' COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF PAYROLL 
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FIGURE 3-B: PFRS FUNDED PERCENTAGES 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 3 

1. The June 30, 1975 actuarial valuation of PFRS was used as the base for 
all projections made in this study. This was the most recent valuation 
report availabl~ at the time. As noted in the Tables in this chapter, 
the financial data listed refer to the experience of the plan in the 
fiscal year beginning July 1. 

2. N.J.S.A. 43:16A-15(9}. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study has simulated the future financial status of PFRS under 
alternative funding· conditions. The long-range financial forecasts pre
sented in this study show that PFRS is a well-funded pension system as 
measured by the system's actuarial cost method and either the PFRS actuary's 
assumptions or OFA's best-estimate assumptions. Assets on hand are equal to 
approximately 80 percent of liabilities accrued to date, a funded level that 
is favorabl~ in comparison to many other pension plans of equal age, whether 
public or private, and especially in comparison to most police and fire 
plans. Of course, the maintenance of PFRS at this funded level or at a higher 
one is dependent upon continued recognition by all concerned of any addi
tional liabilities associated with future benefit liberalizations Qr pos
sible unfavorable actuarial experience. 

Specific conclusions and recommendations related to the financial 
status of PFRS are discussed in the following sections. 

Actuarial Assumptions 
The actuarial assumptions currently used by the PFRS actuary develop 

approximately the same annual costs as OFA's best-estimate assumptions 
selected for use in this study. Thus, from a financial standpoint there is 
no projected deterioration in the plan's funded status which would require a 
change in the current assumptions. 

The general approach taken by the PFRS actuary is one which understates 
both salary and interest rates in relation to what may actually be expected 
to occur in future years. The actuary attempts to balance the degree of 
understatement in both assumptions so that they produce offsetting charac
teristics in terms of pension costs. 

The use of actuarial assumptions that are individually unrealistic but 
balanced when combined is a fairly common actuarial practice that has become 
more noticeable as the effects of prolonged inflation show up in salary 
levels and interest rates. Actuaries have traditionally been reluctant to 
give explicit recognition to inflationary influences in calculating pension 
costs. They have preferred to "factor out" inflation by assuming that there 
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exists, over the long run, a constant differential or "spread" (say, 2 to 3 
percent) between interest rates and general salary increases, and that both 
components move up or down in tandem. It is held that this characteristic 
makes it unnecessary for the actuary to project either interest rates or 
general salary increases independently, at levels thought to be realistic, 
since the effect of the spread is to keep costs in balance regardless of the 
absolute values of either"component. 

As shown in this study, it is possible to create the same annual cost 
patterns by using offsetting assumptions as by using assumptions selected 
individually on an explicit best-estimate basis. However, this practice is 
open to challenge on several grounds. Some financial analysts question the 
rationale of assuming--even for actuarial purposes--that there is a constant 
spread between interest rates and salary levels, especially in light of 
recent economic experience during the 1974-75 recession. In addition, it has 
been demonstrated that even if the spread between interest and salary rates 
is held constant, the cost implications of this relationship are different 
depending upon the absolute values of both components. 1 For example, using a 
7 percent interest rate and a 5 percent salary rate does not produce the same 
effect (all other things being equal) as using a 5 percent interest rate and 
a 3 percent salary rate, even though a 2 percent difference is maintained 
between the two. 

An inherent and persistent problem in the use of offsetting assumptions 
is that non-actuaries find it virtually impossible to evaluate the 
appropriateness of the assumptions. When differences among actuaries center 
around the correct "offset" between two assumptions, rather than on how those 
assumptions were developed and whether they have some relation to reality, 
confusion among non-actuaries is unnecessarily compounded. In this 
atmosphere it is extremely difficult for the Legislature to properly evaluate 
the fiscal impact of major pension legislation. 

Th iss ituat i on became apparent duri ng 1977 heari ngs before the As
sembly Municipal Government Committee on legislation that would have lib
eralized PFRS benefits. 2 During these hearings, a representative of the 
actuarial firm retained by police and fire employee groups testified on the 
estimated cost of the proposed legislati~n. The main difference (which was 
considerable) between this firm's cost estimate and the one submitted by the 
PFRS actuary, through the Division of Pensions, centered around which salary 
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scale assumption was more "consistent" with the 6 percent interest rate 
assumption specified for PFRS by the State Treasurer. Since the interest 
assumption itself was understated, the difference of opinion had little to do 
with how fast either salaries or interest rates were actually expected to 
rise; rather, it concerned the proper ··spread" or "offset" between the two. 
Committee members and others present at the hearing were essentially 
nonparticipants in this technical process. 

Since the salary and interest rate assumptions in particular have an 
extremely important influence on pension costs, 

OFA recommends that the use of explicit best-estimate 
actuarial assumptions be considered by the State Treasur
er and the PFRS actuary. (Recommendation No .. 1) 

In making this recommendation, OFA is' not necessarily recommending 
that the specific assumption values used in this study be adopted but rather 
that the process used to develop those values be made clear, as illustrated 

. in Chapter 2. O'nce this is done disagreements about specific assumption 
values (e.g. a 6 percent vs. a 7 percent interest rate) are easier to 
understand. 

To implement the above recommendation, 
OFA recommends that the Legislature consider amending or 
repealing the provision of N.J.S.A. 43:l6A-l{9} which 
1 imits the "regul ar interest" rate assumption to 105 
percent of the actual percentage rate of earn i ngs on 
investments. (Recommendation No.2) 

This section of the PFRS law is designed to insure that PFRS is 
conservatively funded by not allowing the anticipated income from the 
investment of pension fund assets to be overstated. However, in operation 
the PFRS actuary balances any conservatism in the interest rate assumption by 
constructing an artificially low salary level assumption, thereby cancelling 
out the law·s intended effect. What remains are two assumptions which may be 
"in balance" but neither of which can reasonably be said to represent best 
estimates of future experience. 

These. recommendations would become even more relevant should another 
OFA recommendation--that the actuary periodically calculate PFRS liabilities 
to inc'iude the 1 i abil ity associ ated with COL benefit increases~-be adopted. 
Since COL benefits are automatically linked to changes in the Consumer Price 
Index, it wi 11 be necessary to give expl icit recognition to the rate of 
inflation anticipated in future years. 
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PFRS Funding Policy 
Presently, all benefits provided by PFRS are advance-funded, with the 

exception of COL adjustments. These are financed on a pay-as-you-go basis 
through annual appropriations. 

One of the purposes of this study has been to compare the financial 
implications of continuing the current funding policy with one that advance
funds the COL provision along with all other benefits. The results of this 
comparison ~ere presented in Chapter 3. Briefly, they are as follows: 3 

(1) If the Legislature chooses not to advance-fund the 
COL provision, but rather to continue financing it on 
a pay-as-you-go basis, then 
(a) Total employer contributions (normal, supple

mental and pay-as-you-go COL) will decline as a 
percentage of payroll from roughly 16 percent to 
15 percent over the next 10 years, and wi 11 

increase thereafter to 18 percent by the end of 
the 50-year forecast period. The total cost 
percentage will continue to increase indefinitely 
under the current financing pattern. 

(b) The funded level of PFRS (assets to plan con
tinuation liability) will increase from 80 
percent to rough ly 90 percent over the next 25 
years and wi 11 slowly dec 1 i ne thereafter. The 
plan's unfunded accrued liabilities will not be 
completely amortized during the forecast period. 

(2) If the Legi sl ature chooses to advance-fund the COL 
provision, then 

(a) Total employer contributions would initially be 
much higher than they are under the current 
financing policy. Costs are almost 25 percent of 
payroll, or more than 50 percent higher than they 
now are (in dollar terms, roughly $30-35 million 
more). This is caused by the initially high (as a 
percentage of payroll) costs of amortizing the 
large unfunded liability associated with already 
earned COL benefits. 
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However, total contributions steadily decline as 
a percentage of payroll and, at the end of the 
amortization period (around the year 2012), 
become lower than under the current policy. 
Thereaft~r, the annual costs under full advance 
funding will always be lower, and by a 
continually increasing amount. 

. (b) The funded 1 eve 1 of PFRS wi 11 increase from 80 
percent to 100 percent ("full fundingll) over the 
next six years and will continue to increase to 
115 percent around the year 2000. The funded 
level will average out at about 114 percent of 
plan continuation liability. 

Thus, there is a tradeoff observed between the timing of pension 
contributions and the achievement af "full funding" in PFRS. As defined in 
this study, "full funding" occurs when all pension benefit credits earned to 
date by PFRS members have been funded; i.e., when the system's unfunded 
supplemental liability ;s completely amortized. Under the current financing 
policy, full funding is not achieved if COL benefits are included in the 
system's liabilities but not advance-funded. The achievement of full funding 
is an implicit goal of PFRS and of the Legislature, since the Act governing 
PFRS (N.J.S.A. 43:16A) includes the provision for the 40-year unfunded 
liability amortization. Although the funded level of PFRS is quite favorable 
(80 to 90 percent) even without advance COL funding, the legislature may wish 
to cons i der a po 1 icy to advance-fund the COL provi s i on in 1 i ght of th is 
impl icit goal. 

As shown in the forecasts, full funding ;s achieved when the COL 
provision ;s advance-funded, but at the expense of quite burdensome employer 
contributions in initial years. Moreover, total advance funding at the rate 
shown actually builds up "redundant" assets rather quickly (assets in excess 
of the PCl) and maintains them throughout the forecast period. 

It should be noted that there are ways to move toward full advance 
funding which produce a "flatter" funding pattern than illustrated in this 
study and which retain the implicit goal of reaching a 100 percent funded 
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level. A funding schedule can easily be established that "phases in" 
advance-funded COL contributions so that full funding is reached later than 
shown here but with less immediate financial stress. Another possibility 
would be ~o amortize" the remaining supplemental liability of the system as a 
1 eve 1 percentage of payroll rather than as a 1 eve 1 . do 11 ar amount. 

Apart from their specific application to PFRS, the arguments in favor 
of advance funding are persuasive ones. From a financial standpoint, the 
investment income earned on pension fund assets built up by regular employer 
contributions can reduce the ultimate cost of benefit payments by up to 50 

4 
percent. Over the long run, the i nfl at i onary advantage of payi ng in 
tomorrow's "cheap" dollars instead of today's "expensive" ones has almost 
always been overcome by the yield on invested assets. 

There are other more abstract advantages to advance,funding. For one 
thing, it charges the costs of pension benefits to the present generation of 
taxpayers who presumably are receiving the services of those earning the 
benefits. In addition, the accumulation of assets in a fund serves to 
reassure members of a pension plan that their promised benefits will be 
paid. Finally, a policy of advance funding has the important effect of 
forcing recognition of the true costs of a benefit change by requiring that a 
portion of those costs be paid immediately. 

As noted in Chapter 2, the Pension Adjustment Act does not mandate the 
annual appropriation of funds for the purpose of providing COL benefit 
adjustments to retired employees. Despite this, the Legislature has chosen 
to appropri ate the amount necessary each year to pay for these increased 
benefits and, in addition, has recently raised the COL benefit level. Should 
the Legislature interpret its commitment with respect to COL benefit paym~~ts 
as an ongoing and continual one, then 

OF A recommends that the Legi s 1 ature cons i der the ad
vantages of adopting a policy which supports the advance 
funding of all PFRS pension benefits, including cost-of
living increases, on a schedule that is financially 
practicable. (Recommendation No.3) 

Measuring Plan Liabilities 
1. Method -- It was noted earlier in this report that the total 

actuarial liability of a pension plan is determined by the actuarial cost 
method used to finance the plan, and that this liability value has little 
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meaning when viewed out of context. Therefore, it was suggested that in 
assessing the level of employee benefit security at any point in time, more 
meaningful measures of liability should be considered. Two such measures 
were demonstrated in this study, one based on plan terminatio~ {PTl) and one 
on plan continuation (PCl). The rationale for both approaches is that they 
measure the accrued valu~ of members' benefits earned to date, by applying 
the plan's benefit formu 1 a to each member's current salary and years of 
service. 

Until. recently the PFRS actuary did not include either of these values 
in the annual valuation report of the system. Since 1976 the actuary has 
been including a "level of Funding" statement that compares the book value of 
assets (adjusted for employer contributions receivable) to a liability 
measure similar to the PCl. This is a useful statement but could be made even 
more so, especially to active plan members, by breaking down the liability 
value (and the level of funding calculation) into separate categories for 
vested (both active and retired) and non-vested benefits. Such a breakdown 
would provide additional information on the status of the plan's benefit 
security, particularly as it covers those PFRS members who have already 
earned the right to a retirement pension. Therefore, 

OFA recommends that the PFRS actuary show both vested 
(active and retired) and non-vested accrued benefit 
liabilities separately in the annual valuation report, 
along with the corresponding funded ·level for each cate
gory. (Recommendation No.4) 

While we would prefer that the actuary calculate and include the PTl as 
well as the PCl as an additional indicator of accrued benefit security, we 
recognize that the assumed perpetual nature of a public plan sponsor might 
make the concept of plan termination liability less relevant then it would be 
in the private sector. Based on this, and on the actuary's inclusion of the 
PCl in the valuation, OFA makes no recommendation on adoption of the PTl 
measure. 

2. Cost-of-living (COL) Increases -- A basic concept of accounting for 
pension costs is that they be assigned to the period during which benefits 
are earned. Cal benefits, since they are computed as a percentage of the 
retirement allowance; are earned over an employee's active career. The same 
factors (e.g." benefit liberalizations, salary increases) responsible for 
raising regular pension benefits are also res~onsible for raising future Cal 
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obligations. This relationship is not explicitly recognized under the 
current COL financing policy, with the result that the overall impact of plan 
changes is always understated, as are the total liabilities associated with 
providing retirement benefits to PFRS members. 

Should the Legislature elect to advance-fund COL benefits, the costs 
associated with providing these benefits would automatically be treated as 
liabilities of the pension system. In addition, 

OFA recommends, should the Legislature decide not to 
adyance fund COL benefits, that the PFRS actuary peri
odically calculate the system's liabilities to include 
the liability associated with COL benefits, so as to 
portray more accurately the total costs of all pension 
obligations currently being accrued, even though payment 
of a portion of these costs is being deferred to the 
future. (Recommendation No.5) 

Since almost all pension benefit changes carry a corollary fiscal 
impact associated with higher COL payments, 

OFA recommends that fiscal notes and cost estimates on 
pension-related bills, whether prepared by the Division 
of Pensions or by OFA, include an estimate of the 
additional COL costs likely to result from the provisions 
of the bill. (Recommendation No.6) 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 4 

1. Glenn D. Allison .and Howard E. Winklevoss, "The Interrelationship Among 
Inflation Rates, Salary Rates, Interest Rates, and Pension Costs," 
Transactions of the Society of Actuaries, Volume 27, 1975, pp. 197-209. 

2. Public Hearing before the Assembly Municipal Government Committee on 
Assembly No. 658, Trenton, April 20, 1977. 

3. The cost percentages and dollar values illustrated are, of course, 
projected on the basis of "all other things being equal." In this case, 
this means no changes in the PFRS benefit formula and a future plan 
experience similar to assumptions. If these conditions do not occur, the 
exact percentages and costs wi 11 vary, but the overall cost patterns 
between the two financing methods will remain as illustrated. 

4. Tilove, p. 140. 
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Table A':'l 

PFRS 

Disability Rates 

Age Ordinary Accidental 

20 .00080 .00022 
21 .00080 .00022 
22 .00090 .00030 
23 .00090 .00030 
24 .00090 .00038 
25 .00100 .00045 
26 .00100 .00052 
27 .. 00120 .00060 
28 .00120 .00068 
29 .00120 .00075 
30 .. 00130 .00097 
31 .00130 .. 00112 
32 .. 00140 .00127 
33 .00140 .00150 
34 .00150 .00172 
35 .00160 .00195 
36 .00160 .00210 
37 .00170 .00217 
38 .00180 .00225 
39 .00200 .00225 
40 .00220 .00225 
41 .00240 .00217 
42 .00260 .00210 
43 .00290 .00203 
44 .00310 .00195 
45 000350 .00203 
46 .00380 .. OO2i7 
47 .. 00410 .00247 
48 .00460 .00270 
49 .00520 .00300 
50 .00590 .00330 
51 .00670 .00360 
52 .00760 .00390 
53 .00860 .00412 
54 .00980 .00427 
55 .00442 
56 .00450 
57 .00465 
58 .00472 
59 .00480 
60 .00487 
61 .00495 
62 .00502 
63 .00510 
64 .00517 

Source: George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries, 
Inc. 
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Table, A-2 

PFRS 

Entry Age Distribution 

Age Rate 

20 .118 
22 .199 
24 .212 
26 .168 
28 .125 
30 .072 
32 .051 
34 .028 
36 .016 
38 .004 
40 .003 
42 .002 
It I. ,,""T () n'l 

• OJ v..L. 

46 .001 
48 .001 
50 .001 

Source; Winklevoss & Associates, 
Inc. from 1975 PFRS 
valuation data. 
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Table A-3 

PFRS 

Entry Age Salary Scale 

Age Scale 

20 1.00000 
22 1.00520 
24 1.01020 
26 1.01480 
28 1c01880 
30 1.02170 
32 1.02280 
34 1.02110 
36 1.01610 
38 1.00710 
40 .99367 
42 .97544 
44 .95216 
46 .92369 
48 .88995 
50 .85092 

Source: Winklevoss & Associates, 
Inc., from 1975 PFRS 
valuation data. 
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Table.A:"/j, 

PFRS 

Disabled Lives Mortality Rates 

Age Rate Age Rate 

20 .00605 62 .02929 
21 .00612 63 .. 03155 
22 .00616 64 .03l.J.02 
23 .00622 65 .03672 
24 .00628 66 .03969 
25 .00635 67 ,,04291 
26 .00643 68 .04644-
27 .00651 69 .05029 
28 .00661 70 .05450 
29 .00670 71 .05909 
30 .00682 72 .06410 
31 .00694 73 .06956 
32 • 00707 74 .• 07554 . 
33 .00722 75 .08199 
34 .00738 76 .08906 
35 .00756 77 .09673 
36 .00774 78 .10507 
37 .00796 79 .11413 
38 .00818 80 .12398 
3S .00845 81 .13458 
40 .00872 82 .1 1+614-
4-1 .00902 83 .15861 
4-2 .00936 84- .17203 
43 .00972 85 .18655 
44 .01012 86 .20220 
45 .01056 87 .21901 
46 .0110l+ 88 .23688 
47 .. 01158 89 .25628 
48 .01215 90 .. 27672 
49 .01279 9j, .29873 
50 .01348 92 .32191 
51 .01424 93 .34633 
52 .01507 94 .37232 
53 .01599 95 .39963 
54 .01698 96 .42841 
55 .. 01809 97 .45775 
56 .01929 98 .48870 
57 .02060 99· .52064 
58 .02204 100 .55303 
59 .02362 101 .58628 
60 .02534 102 .61984 
61 .02722. 103 1.00000 

Source: George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries, Inc. 
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Table A-5 

PFRS 

Active Lives Mortality Rates 

Age Ordinary Accidental 

20 .00153 .00030 
21 .00162 .00030 
22 .00162 .00030 
23 .00162 .00030 
24 .00162 .00030 
25 .00162 .00030 
26 .00171 .00030 
27 .00171 .00030 
28 .00171 .00030 
29 .00171 .00030 
30 .00180 .00030 
31 .00198 .00030 
32 .00216 .00030 
33 .0023 1+ .00030 
34 .00252 .00030 
35 .00270 .00030 
36 .00288 .00030 
37 .00306 .00030 
38 .00333 .00030 
39 .00360 .00040 
40 .00387 .00040 
41 .00405 .00050 
42 .00423 .00050 
43 .00441 .00060 
44 .00468 .00070 
45 = 0.0495 :00060 
46 .00531 .00050 
47 .00567 .00040 
48 .00603 .00040 
49 .00648 .00030 
50 .00693 .00030 
51 .00738 ,,00030 
52 .00792 .00030 
53 .00855 .00030 
54 .00927 .00030 
55, .01026 .00030 
56 .01089 .00020 
57 .01197 .00020 
58 .01323 .00020 
59 .01458 .00020 
60 .01602 .00020 
61 .01764 .00010 
62 .01944 .0 O'Jl 0 
63 .02151 .00010 
64 .02376 .00010 

Source: George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries, Inc. 
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------------------

Table A-6 

PFRS 

Retired Lives Mortality Rates 

Age Rates Age Rates 

20 .00057 66 .. 02649 
21 .00059 67 .02901 
22 .00061 68 .03176 
23 .00064 69 .03477 
24 .00067 70 .03806 
25 .00070 71 .04165 
26 .. 00074 72 .04558 
27 .00078 73 .04987 
28 .00083 74 .05454-
29 .00089 75 .05964 
30 .00097 76 .06521 
31 .00107 77 .07127 
32 .00117 78 .07787 
33 .00128 79 .08505 
34 .00141 80 .09287 
35 .00155 81 .10136 
36 .00169 82 .11058 
37 .00186 83 .12058 
38 .00203 84 .13141 
39 .00223 85 .14314 
40 .00245 86 .15581 
41 .00267 87 .16949 
42 .00294 88 .18424 
43 .00322 89 .20011 
44 .00353 90 .21716 
45 .. 00387 91 .23543 
46 .00425 92 .25498 
47 .00465 93 .. 27584 
48 .00510 94 .29804 
49 .00559 95 .32160 
50 .00613 96 .34653 
51 .00672 97 .37281 
52 .00737 98 .40041 
53 .00807 99 .42928 
54 .00885 100 .45935 
55 .00970 101 .49049 
56 .01063 102 .52258 
57 .01165 103 .55545 
58 .01277 104 .58890 
59 .01399 105 .. 62268 
60 .01534 106 .65764 
61 .01680 107 .. 69444 
62 .01840 108 .75057 
63 .02016 109 .77302 
64 .02208 110 1.00000 
65 .02419 

Source: George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries, Inc. 
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Table A-7 

PFRS 

* Retirement Rates 

Age Rate 

40 .08400 
41 .08400 
42 .08500 
43 .08500 
44 .08600 
45 .08600 
46 .08700 
47 .08800 
48 .08900 
49 .09000 
50 .09:1.00 
51 .09200 
52 .09300 
53 .09400 
54 .09600 
55 ~09900 

56 • i 0200 
57 .10700 
58 .11100 
59 .11600 
60 .12200 
61 .12900 
62 .13900 
63 .15200 
64 .16800 
65 1,,00000 

* 15 percent added to rates in first 
year of eligibility 

Source: George B. Buck Consulting 
Actuaries, Inc. 
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Table A-8 

PFRS 

Mortality Rates for Dependents 

Age Male Female Age Male Female 

20 .00057 .00033 66 .02649 001622 
21 .00059 .00035 67 .02901 .01777 
22 .00061 .00037 68 .03176 • 01946 
23 .00064 .00039 69 .03477 .02133 
24 .00067 .000'+1 70 .03806 .02336 
25 .0007b .00044 71 .0'+165 .02558 
26 .00074 .00046 72 .04558 .02802 
27 .00078 .00048 73 .04987 .03068 
28 .00083 .00051 74 .05'+54 .03359 
29 .00089 .00055 75 .05964 .03677 
30 .00097 .00059 76 .06521 .0402'+ 
31 .00107 .00065 77 .07127 .04'+0'+ 
32 .00117' .00071 78 .07787 .04818 
33 .00128 .00078 79 .08505 .05271 
34 .. 001'+1 .00086 80 .09287 .05764 
35 .00155 .00094 81 .10136 .06303 
36 .00169 .00103 82 .11058 .06889 
37 .00186 • 00113 83 .12058 .07528 
38 .00203 .00124- 8'+ .13141 .0822'+ 
39 .00223 .00136 85 .14314 .08981 
40 .00245 .00149 86 .15581 .09802 
41 .00267 .00163 87 .16949 .10697 
42 .00294 .. 00179 88 .184·24 .11666 
43 .00322 .00196 89 .20011 .12717 
44 .00353 .00215 90 .. 21716 .13855 
45 .00387 .00236 91 .23543 .15085 
46 .00425 .00259 92 .25498 .• 16413 
47 .00465 .00284 93 .27584 .17848 
48 .00510 .00311 94 .29804 .19391 
49 .. 00559 .00341 95 .32160 .21051 
50 .00613 .0037'+ 96 .34653 .22830 
51 .00672 .00410 97 .37281 .24736 
52 .00737 .00450 98 .40041 .26772 
53 .00807 .00493 99 .l~2928 .28940 
54 .00885 .00540 100 .45935 .31244 
55 .00970 .00592 101 .49049 .33685 
56 .01063 .00649 102 .52258 .36261 
57 .01165 .00711 103 .55545 .38972 
58 .01277 .00780 104 .58890 .41811 
59 .01399 .00855 105 .62268 .44773 
60 .01534 .00937 106 .65764 .49889 
61 .01680 .01027 107 .69444 .55276 
62 .01840 .01125 108 .75057 .63492 
63 .02016 .01233 109 .77302 .66777 
64 .02208 .01351 110 1.00000 1.00000 
65 .02419 ,.01480 

Source: George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries, Inc. 
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Table A-9 

PFRS 

Best-Estimate Promotional Salary Scale 

Promotional P;1;"omotional 
Age Scale Age Scale 

20 1.00000 4-3 2.0634-0 
21 1.0734-0 4-4- 2 .. 0824-0 
22 1.14-710 4-5 2.10150 
23 1.22150 4-6 2.12130 
24- 1.29590 4-7 2.14-200 
25 1.36880 4-8 2.16330 
26 1.4-3810 4-9 2.18560 
27 1 .. 50190 50 2.20900 
28 1.55850 51 2.23380 
29 1.60860 52 2.25770 
30 1.65300 53 2.27910 
31 l a 69280 54- 2.2964-0 
32 1.72900 55 2.30830 
33 1.76390 56 2.31600 
34- 1 .. 79870 57 2.32:14-0 
35 1.834-20 58 2.32630 
36 1.86950 59 2.33170 
37 1 .. 9034-0 60 2.33830 
38 1.93570 61 2.34-670 
39 1.96660 62 2.35670 
4-0 1.99510 63 2.36800 
4-1 2.02110 64- 2.37980 
42 2.04-350 65 2.39170 

Source: Winklevoss & Associates, Inc. , from 1975 PFRS valuation data. 
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Table A-lO 

PFRS 

Actuary's Assumed Total Salary Increase Rates 

Percent Percent 
Age Increase Age Increase 

20 1.09600 43 1.04030 
21 1.09200 44 1.04110 
22 1.08800 45 1.04220 
23 1.08400 46 1.04300 
24 1.07960 47 1.04360 
25 1.07320 48 1. 04410 
26 1.06780 49 1.04480 
27 1.06290 50 1.04500 
28 1.05830 51 1.04510 
29 1.05480 52 1.04520 
30 1.05030 53 1.04530 
31 1. 04680 54 1.04530 
32 1.04320 55 1.04520 
33 1. 04000 56 1.04500 
34 1.03700 57 1,,04470 
35 1.03610 58 1.04000 
36 1.03580 59 1.04300 
37 1.03560 60 1.04100 
38 1.0357fJ 61 1.03850 
39 1.03630 62 1.03590 
40 1.03730 63 1.03280 
41 1.03820 64 1.02920 
4·2 1.03920 65 1.02610 

Source: George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries, Inc. 
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Table A-ll 

PFRS 

Withdrawal Rates 

Age Rate 

20 .05780 
21 .05460 
22 .05150 
23 .04850 
24 .04460 
25 .04190 
26 .03930 
27 .03680 
28 .03440 
29 .03210 
30 .02990 
31 .02780 
32 .02570 
33 .02370 
34 .02170 
35 .01980 
36 .01800 
37 .01640 
38 .01490 
39 .01350 
40 .01220 
41 .01100 
42 .01000 
43 .00900 
44 .00800 
45 .00700 
46 .00600 
47 .00500 
48 .00400 
49 .00300 
50 .00200 
51 .00100 
52 .00100 
53 .00100 
54 .00100 

Source: George B. Buck 
Consulting Actuaries, Inc. 
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APPENDIX B: PFRS BENEFIT PROVISIONS 

A summary of the rr.ain benefit and contribution provisions of the 

retirement system .as interpreted for the purposes of the valuation is 

presented in the following digest. 

The term "average final compensation" is used to denote the aVArage 

annual salary upon which contributions are made for the three years of 

creditable.service immediately preceding retirement or for any three fiscal 

years of membership providing the largest possible benefit to the member or 

his beneficiary. The term "final compensati~n" means the compensation upon 

which contributions by the member to the Annuity Savings Fund were based in 

the last year of creditable service. The term "creditable service" means 

service as a member of the r~tirement system plus service, if any, covered by 

a prior service liability. The maximum credit for prior service is 30 years . 
. 

The term "employer" refers to the State of New Jersey, the county, 

municipality, or political subdivision thereof, by which the member is paid. 

The term "aggregate cOlltributions" means the sum of all the amounts deducted 

from the compensation of the member or contributed by him or on his behalf, 

standing to his credit in the Annuity Savings Fund. Any unpaid balance of a 

loan at the time any benefit becomes payable is deducted from the benefit 

otherwise payable. In accordance with the directive of the State Treasurer 

issued in 1975 under the terms of Chapter 57, P.L. 1970, for the purpose of 

computing actuarial equivalent benefits under the system regular interest is 

GEORGE B. BUCK CONSULTING ACTUARIES, INC. 
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at the rate of 6 per cent per annum compounded annually. To be eligible for 

survivorship benefitR a widow or widower must have been married to the member 

or retirant at date of death or the accident causing death and, except in the 

case of accidental death, for at least five years prior thereto. A widower or 

parent must have received ~t least one half of his support fr~m the m~mber or 

retir'ant in the twelve month period irnmedia tely preceding the member' 8 or 

retirant's death or the accident causin! ld~th. A child, to be entitled to a 

benefit, mu~t be unN~?~ie~, unQ~~ ~~e 18, or mentally or physically disabled 

at the member's o. retirant's death, and such disability must have lasted or 

be expected to last not less than twelve months. Benefits to survivors are 

terminated at death or marriage, or, if payable to a child, upon the 

attainment of age 18 unless disabled. 

Service Retirement Allowance 

Condi tion for Allowance 

Amount of Allowance 

BENEFITS 

Any member who has attained age 55 is 
entitled to a service retirement allowance at 
his own request. Retiremant is compulsory at 
age 65. 

The servicp retirement allowance consists 
of: 

(a) An annuity which is the actuarial 
equivalent of the member's aggregate contri
butions, and 

(b) A pension, provided by the employer's 
contributions, equal to the amount which when 
added to the member's annuity will provide a 
total retirement allowance of 1/60 of his 
average final compensation multiplied by the 
number of years of his cr'edi table 'service, or 
2% of his average final compensation multiplied 
by the number of years of his creditable 
service up to 30 plus 1% of such compensation 
multiplied by the number of years of his cred
itable service over 30, if greater'. 
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Ordinary Disability 
Retirement Allowance 

Condi tion for Allowance 

Amount of Allowance 

Accidental Disability 
Retirement Allowance 

Condi tion fur' Allowance 

Amount of Allowance 

An ordinary disability retirement allow
ance is payable to any memher under age 55 who 
becomes permanently incapacitated, mentally or 
physically, for the performance of duty due to 
ordinar·y. causes after 5 or more years of cred
itable service. 

The ordinary disability retirement allow
ance consists of: 

(a) An. annuity which is the actuarial 
equiva~ent of the member's aggregate contribu
tions, and 

(b) A pension, provided by the employer's 
contributions, eqllal to the amount which ',-then 
added to the member's annui ty will provide a 
total retirement allowance of 1-1/2% of his 
aver'age final compensation multiplied by. the 
number of years of his creditable service, or 
40% of such compensation, if greater. 

An accidental disability retirement al
lowance is payable to any member who is perma
nently incapacita~edl ~entally or physically, 
for the further performance of duty as a direct 
result of a traumatic event occurring during 
and as a result of the performance of duty. 

The accipental disability retirement al
lowance consists of: 

(a) An annuity which is the actuarial 
equivalent of the member's aggregate contribu
tions, and 

(b) A pension, provided by the employer's 
contributions, equal to the amount which when 
added to the member's annui ty will provide a 
total retirement allowance of 2/3 of the 
member'S actual annual compensation for which 
contributions were being made at the time of 
the accident. 
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Withdrawal Benefit 

Lump Sum 

Vesting Benefi t 

Special Retirement 
Allowance 

Ordinary Death Benefit 

Lump Sum 

Upon the separation of a member from 
service other than by death or retirement th~ 

amount of his aggregate cqntr1butions, reduced 
by any loan outstanding, is returned to him. 

It"a member has established 15 years of 
creditable service and is separated from 
service prior to age 55 either voluntarily or 
involuntarily, but not for misconduct or delin
quency, he may receive in lieu of the lump sum 
payment provided for above a deferred retire
ment allowance cOlnmencj ng at age 55, which 
consis.ts of: 

(a) An annuity which is the actuarial 
equi7alent of the member's aggregate contribu
tions at the time of his severance from 
service, and 

(b) A pension, provided by the employer's 
contributions, equal to the amount which when 
added to the member 's annuity will provide a 
total retirement allowance of 2% of his average 
final compensation multiplied by the number of 
years of his creditable service 'up to 30 plus 
1% of such compensation multiplied by the 
number of years of his creditable service over 
30. 

If a member who resigns prior to age 55 
has established 25 years of creditable service, 
he may receive in lieu of the vesting benefit 
provided for. above an immediate retirement al
lowance which is calculated in the same manner 
as the vesting benefit. 

Upon the death of a member in active 
service on account of which no accidental death 
betl~fit is payable, the amount of his aggregate 
contributions is paid to his beneficiary; and 
in addition an amount· is paid from the 
employer's contributions equal to three and 
one-half times final compensation. Upon the 
death of a member prior to age 55 after elec
tion of a vesting benefit, the amount of his 
aggregate contributions is paid to his benefi
ciary. 
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Survivorship 

If a member dies after retirement on a 
service, special, ordinary di5ability or acci
dental disability retirement allowance or ~fter 
a vesting b~nefit has become psyable, an amount 
is paid to his beneficiary equal to 1/2 of 
final compensation, except that for members 
enrolling on or artel' July 1, 1971 and retir-.ing 
for othar than disability 10 years of service 
credit a're required' to be 8ligible for this 
benefit. If death occurs prior. to age 55'after 
retirement on an ordinary or accidental di5-
ability retirement allowance, the amount, 
payable is 3-1/2 times such compensation. 

The lump sum ordinary death benefits paid 
from the employer's contributions are provided 
through the purchase of grdup insurance 
coverage from The Prudential Insurance Company 
of America. At the request of the member or the 
beneficiary the amount payable at death may be 
paid in installments or asa life annuity 
instead of in a lump sum or in such other manner 
as may be made available by the insurance 
company. 

Upon the death of a member after retire
ment on or after December 18, 1967 a pension is 
paid to the widow or widower equal'to 25% of the 
member's average final compensation plus 15~ of 
such compensation if there is one surviving 
child or 25% of such' compensation if there are 
two or more children. ~f there is no eligible 
spouse, 20% of average final compensation is 
paid to one surviving child, 35% of such com
pensation to 2 surviving children in equal 
shares and 50% of such compensation to 3 or 
more children in equal shares. 

Upon the death of a member who retired 
prior to December 18, 1967 on an accidental 
disability retirement allowance, a pension of 
$1,600 a year is paid to his widow, if he leaves 
a widow to whom he was married at the time he 
became so disabled, or, if the member leaves no 
widow but children under age 18, a pension of 
$600 a year if one such chi~dj a pension of $960 
a year if two such children j a pension of 
$1,500 a year if three or more such children. 
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Accidental Death Benefit 

Condition for Benefit 

Amount of Benefi t 

Special,Options Upon 
Retirement Prior TQ 
December 18, 1967 

'An accidental death benefit is payable 
upon the death of a1member in active service as 
a result of an accident in the actual perfor
mance of duty at, some definite time and place. 

If the member,' leaves a widow or widower, a 
pension is paid equal to 50% of.final compensa
tion. If there is no eligible spouse, 20% of 
such compensation is paid to one surviving 
child, 35% to 2! children in equal shares and 
50% to 3 or more children in equal shares. If 
there is no eligible spouse or child, 25% of 
such compensation is payable to on'e surviving 
parent or 40% to 2 parents in equal shares., The 
survivorship benefits paid shall in no case 
total less than the membBr's aggregate contri
butions. 

If there is no beneficiary eligible for a 
survi vorship benefit, the member's aggregate 
contributions are paid to any other benefi
ciary. 

In addition a cash sum equal to the lump 
sum benefit payable from the employer's contri
butions upon ordinary death is paid to the 
member's designated beneficiary or estate. 

In lieu of the full retirement allowance, 
any member who retired prior to December 18, 
1961 was permitted to l"eceive an equivalent 
reduced allowance with provision for some 
benefit payable to his beneficiary on his 

'death, in accordance with the options set forth 
in the retirement act. 

~ource: George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries, Inc., Police and Firemen's Retire
ment System of New Jersey, Thirty-First Annual Report of the Actuary, 
~pared as of June 30, 1975. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

DIVISION OF PENSIONS 

20 WEST FRONT STREET 

WILLIAM J. JOS";PH 

DIRECTOR March 21, 1978 
P. O. BOX 2068 

TRENTON. NEW JERSEY 06626 

Mr. William R. Schmidt 
Director 
Division of Program Analysis 
Office of Fiscal Affairs 
State House Suite 232 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Mr.. Schmidt: 

This will acknowledge receipt of the draft report of 
an actuarial analysis of the Police and Firemen's Retirement 
System of New Jersey prepared by the Division of Program Analysis, 
Office of Fiscal Affairs. 

This is a most impressive study, enlightening in many 
respects and the recommendations are convincing. I must confess, 
however, that much of the report deals with material that could 
best be evaluated by someone skilled in the science of actuarial 
planning. I am conveying the confidential report to the members 
of the Board of Trustees, who I am sur'2 will share with me the 
interest created by this report. 

Much of this report deals with functions that the Board 
no longer perform~ as much of the Board's original authority and 
responsibility has been redirected to the Division of Pensions 
and other State Divisions. The naming of an Actuary for instance, 
is now with the State Treasurer as is certain other functions. 
Rates of interest for actuarial purpose and regular rates are no 
longer established by the Board. Investment and various other 
functions have been legislated to other authorities. 

Thus, while the report contains much significant material 
and obvious worthwile recommendations, the technical knowledge and 
response would probably be forthcoming from other than our Board of 
Trustees. 

PFMcG/elr 

;;;d:Z~~.-'-:----" _ ---, 
PATRICK F. M e 
CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
POLICE & FIREMEN'S RETIREMENT 
SYSTEM OF NEW JERSEY 
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GEORGE B. BUCK CONSULTING ACTUARIES. INC. 
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN CON .. IJLTANTS 

TWO PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA. NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10001 

212-693-2600 

April 7, 1978 

Mr. William J. Joseph, Director 
Division ot Pensions 
state ot New Jersey 
P. O. Box 2058 
Trenton, Nev Jersey 08625 

Dear Mr. Joaeph: 

You have asked that we comment on the "Actuarial Analysis of the 
Police and Firemen's Retirement System of New Jersey" pr~par9d' by the Office 
of Fisoal Affairs. Since,. on page s..6 o£ the report, the OFA indiaates; that 
the "funded level ••• i3 favorable in comparison to ~ other pema1.on plans o~ 
equal age, whether public or private, and especially in comparison to moat 
ro1i~e and' fire plans" and that "from a .f'inancial standpOint ,there is no 
projected deterioration in the plan's funded status which. would require a 
change in thet- current asaumptiona", our response will be relatively brief. In 
general, our discussion is limited to the recommendations made by OFA; ~t 
shOUld be noted that we have not attempted to check the results presented in 
the report. 

Recommendation No. 1 suggests use of "best-estimate" assumptions 
although admittedly this would make little difference in the level of current 
costs, if OFA "best-estimate" assumptions were utilized. In general, W0 agree 
that "best-estimates" are desirable but believe that it should be stressed 
that there can be SUbstantial disagreement as to what con3titutes best 
estimates. For example, OF.! r S as3umptions utilize an increasing interest rate 
over the Short-term; if interest rates are varied in actuarial valuations it 
is traditional to have long-term decreasing rates to reflect the greater 
uncert~ty inherent in future events. In' short, use of a "be8t-e3tjl'lk~'teP 

concept does not avoid controversy a3 to the particular assumptiOns employed. 

Recommendation Noo 2 would simply permit impl.ementation o-r this. 
suggestion that higher intere&t, rates be assUlmlJ4' ~. use of' "beat
est1matean • The OFA notes that the definition' of "regular mteres'b" under the 
PFRS law is designed to insure cOn3e~vative funding which is cancelled out by 
the PFRS actuary's use of' an artif1c1ally low salary :!Icale. It should be noted 
that the PFRS actuary's level of contribution is higher (more conservative) 
than that based on the OFA "best estimate" assumptions. The inference could 
be drawn that the PFRS actuary's "artificially low salary level assumption" is 
not low enough to match the level of contribution derived on the basis of' the 
OFA "best estimateR assumptions. Since conservative funding is a stated 
objective and there is a lack of agreement as to what constitutes the "best 
estimate", we see no need to change to explicit best-estimate assumptions at 
the present time. 
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Mr. William J. Joseph - 2 - 4-7-78 

Recommendations No.3, No. 5 and No.6, deal with the need to 
'lOderstand and recognize better the implicationS of the present ftpaY'~-You
go" cost-of-living adjustments. We agree that these potential liabilities in 
the cost-at-living area must be understood and concur with both No.5 a..l'ld 
No.6. However, we believe that the OFA projectlons· argue relatively stroDgly 
against full advance funding, because of the extremely lCl.rge immediate cost 
increases and the fact that advanced funding 'Woul.d fairly quickly result in 
overfunding, ot accrued liabilities., 

The final recODntndation (No.. 4) is tha:t vested anti', Doa--vented 
liabilities,be shown, in 'the annual valuation. report: ... along wita the· f'undjng 
level of' each·.. We are not sure how the funding leve-l. of' each cate8or~ wou1Q,. be· 
determined ami" doubt that this inf'orma tion i& o~ par.t1oular ilrtenat::- to. 
participants. We feel that it could be somewhat Ilialeading. The liabilities. 
ci ted: are on- an II on-going4!" plan basis and do not;. reflect liabilitia;. it: tIle. 
plan were tel"lllinated. Yet, almost invariably, th88> figures· would be ·tJB_~ to-·. 
suggest the fUnding level of' benefits if the plan terminated. 

We have' one technical comment with ~, to; the, Analy~,. The 
Analysia develops a numb.r of liability measures based. upon a plan terllitlat1~. 
liability concept. We belie'le this concept should not be intr.oduced in a 
soundly fl.uld:ed, on-going public plan since It is of only' limited thaomtticai.. 
interest. To suggest that funding of this liability is a possible goal.. or 
bench mark i~ to introduce irrelevancies in a plan suoh as PFRS. 

. ' 
lit conclusion, the Analysis supports the financial soundness: of the 

present plan,and the six recommendations would not appear to be of major 
significance . ' ·z .... · 

Sincerely yours, 

GEORGE B. BUCK CONSULTING ACTUARIES, INC .• 

" t::>O-" ,~./ /' a·// . 
~.~~ "Hugh Gillespi 

Consulting A tuar-y 
By 

HG:PLB. 
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